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Abstract
The dissertation focuses on an efficient implementation of relativistic spin-orbit coupled-
cluster methods (SO-CC) widely applicable to molecules containing heavy elements. SO-CC
methods have high computational time and storage requirements with a bottleneck associated
with the storage and processing of large molecular orbital (MO) integral matrices. These
high computational requirements limit the application of SO-CC methods to relatively small
molecules compared with their non-relativistic counterparts. Inspired by atomic orbital
(AO)-based algorithms in non-relativistic methods, AO-based algorithms have been developed
to enhance the computational efficiency of SO-CC methods in the framework of the exact
two-component (X2C) theory, with the following advances:
1. The AO-based scheme avoids the evaluation and storage of large MO integral matrices.
2. It lowers the formal floating-point operation count of the computationally significant
“ladder term” by a factor of four.
3. It allows the use of sparsity in the AO integral matrix to further reduce the storage
requirements and formal operation count.
This dissertation develops the formulation and implementation of the AO-based algorithms
for SO-CC methods, leveraging the spin-free nature of AO two-electron integrals and sparsity
in the AO integral matrix to eliminate the storage bottleneck and reduce the formal operation
count. This implementation has been parallelized using shared memory (OpenMP)-based
parallelization.
ii
In addition, the development of an automatic expression generation library, named
AutoGen, and its application to the derivation of working equations in unitary coupled-
cluster (UCC) singles and doubles-based third-order polarization propagator theory (UCC3)
is discussed in the dissertation. Derivation and implementation of working equations has
become a limiting factor in developing several classes of quantum chemistry methods. The
number of tensor contraction expressions reaches hundreds and even thousands in many
methods including the UCC-based methods. Derivation and implementation of such a
large number of expressions is time-consuming and error-prone. The Python-based library
developed is driven by string-based manipulation of creation and annihilation operators to
bring them to normal order using Wick’s theorem. Working equations can be extracted in a
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Computational science is nowadays playing an important role in scientific discovery in
chemistry and physics. Many quantum chemistry and molecular dynamics program packages
have been developed and are widely used to carry out molecular calculations [1–19]. According
to a report by National Energy Research Scientific Computing Center (NERSC), about 30-40%
of the time on their supercomputing machines was spent on quantum chemistry and molecular
dynamics calculations in the year 2015 [20]. Quantum chemistry has achieved significant
success in the past several decades and, at the same time, still faces many challenges. The
established quantum chemical methods have been successful in providing accurate results for
molecules containing light elements around equilibrium geometries [21–23]. The incorporation
of relativistic effects for computations of molecules containing heavy elements has seen a lot
of success in the past few decades [24–34], while the development of cost-effective treatments
of relativistic effects to achieve the same applicability as the corresponding non-relativistic
machinery is still an outstanding challenge. Another challenge lies in the improvement of
the electron correlation methods for high-accuracy calculations of thermochemistry [35–38]
and global potential energy surfaces [39–46]. Further progress in extending the applicability
of correlated quantum chemistry methods to larger molecular systems, which bypasses the
steep scaling of computational time and storage requirements with respect to the size of
the molecules, is also needed [47–52]. The increasing complexity of several classes of new
electron correlation methods under development [53–56] renders it time-consuming and
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error-prone to manually derive and implement working equations [57–59]. The quantum
chemistry community will also benefit from improved interoperability through standardization
of practices in quantum chemistry software development, reducing redundancy and increasing
reproducibility in codes, and deployment of current codes on modern supercomputers where
such implementation does not exist [60, 61]. This dissertation is focused on advancing the
treatment of relativistic effects in electron-correlation calculations. Specifically, we present an
implementation of relativistic spin-orbit coupled-cluster methods widely applicable to heavy-
element-containing molecules. In addition, we present the work on automatic implementation
techniques for electronic structure methods.
The first part of this dissertation in chapters 3 to 5 deals with the development of
relativistic electronic structure methods. Relativistic effects are defined as everything arising
from the finite speed of light (c=137.0359895(61) au) compared with c= ∞. It had been
generally accepted until about 1970s that relativity has little importance in chemistry, e.g.,
the famous statement by Paul Dirac in 1929, one year after publishing the Dirac equation,
stated that “The general theory of quantum mechanics is now almost complete. . . [Relativistic
effects] give rise to difficulties only when high-speed particles are involved and are therefore of
no importance in consideration of the atomic and molecular structure and ordinary chemical
reactions” [62] based on the idea that valence electrons pertinent to chemistry travel at low
speed even in heavy atoms. This understanding changed when computational studies of
elements in the lower rows of the periodic table established the importance of relativistic
effects in atoms and molecules in 1970s and 1980s [28–32, 63, 64]. Special relativity has two
important effects on atoms and molecules: scalar relativistic and spin-orbit coupling effects.
Scalar relativistic effects lead to the contraction of s and p orbitals. This effect originates from
the increase in the mass of the electrons when they travel to the vicinity of the nucleus of heavy
elements and acquire high speeds. Importantly, all s and p orbitals, including the valence ones,
experience this contraction as the electrons in these orbitals penetrate to the core region. The
contraction of s and p orbitals also leads to an increased shielding and the resulting expansion
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of d and f orbitals. The second important effect of relativity is the spin-orbit splitting of l > 0
(p, d, f , etc.) orbitals that arise due to the interaction of electron spin with the magnetic field
produced by the relative motion of electrons and nucleus. Both scalar relativistic effects and
spin-orbit coupling are prominent for heavy elements. Rigorous quantum-chemical treatment
of relativistic effects can be carried out by using a four-component Dirac-Coulomb(-Breit)
(DC(B)) Hamiltonian. Four-component calculations provide both positronic and electronic
solutions. Since only electronic solutions are of importance to chemistry, two-component
“electrons only” methods have been developed [65–78]. The most promising two-component
method for molecular applications is the exact two-component (X2C) method [67–69, 74].
Both four and two-component Hamiltonian in occupation number representation take the
same form as the non-relativistic Hamiltonian. Therefore, relativistic electronic structure
methods can be formulated using existing non-relativistic electronic structure methods in
combination with a relativistic Hamiltonian.
The electron correlation and relativistic effects are not additive [79, 80]. Therefore, an
accurate way to treat relativistic effects is to treat electron correlation in combination with a
relativistic four or two-component Hamiltonian. Coupled-cluster (CC) methods are widely
used for the accurate treatment of dynamical correlation in electronic structure calculations
(see [81] or [82] for a review on CC theory). The CC singles doubles, and non-iterative triples
(CCSD(T)) method is known to provide reliable results for single-reference molecular systems
[83, 84]. Scalar-relativistic (SR) effects can conveniently be included into the non-relativistic
CC machinery by replacing the non-relativistic Hamiltonian integrals with relativistic spin-free
two or four-component Hamiltonian integrals. Many implementations of SR-CC methods have
been developed [85–90] with extensive applications in chemistry [38, 91–95]. Perturbative
inclusion of spin-orbit coupling into SR-CC methods has also been developed and applied
for accurate calculations for molecules [96, 97]. Implementations of CC methods with non-
perturbative treatment of spin-orbit coupling (referred to here as SO-CC methods) have
also been developed, including SO-CC methods developed using a four-component DC(B)
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Hamiltonian [98–100], quasirelativistic two-component Hamiltonian [101, 102], and effective
core potentials (RECP) [103, 104]. These methods have been applied for a variety of atomic
and molecular calculations [85, 105–111]. SO-CC methods have larger requirements associated
with computational time and storage space than their non-relativistic counterparts. This
has limited their applications to relatively small molecules when compared with the non-
relativistic and scalar-relativistic CC methods. Two-component methods eliminate the need
for small component wavefunction and reduce the number of atomic-orbital (AO) two-electron
integrals. This reduces computational time for the HF and integral transformation steps,
along with the storage required to store AO integrals. But the requirements of computational
time and storage space for CC steps for four-component SO-CC methods are the same as
that of two-component SO-CC methods.
The high computational cost in SO-CC methods originates from spin-symmetry breaking.



















Each index p, q . . . represents a molecular orbital. Each dimension of this tensor doubles
because of spin-symmetry breaking with the inclusion of spin-orbit coupling. This leads
to a significantly larger MO integral matrix in SO-CC methods compared with their non-
relativistic counterparts. For instance, the largest two-electron integral matrix in SO-CC
methods, represented by ⟨ab||cd⟩ (where a, b, . . . refer to unoccupied orbitals), requires a
storage of about 4 TB for a calculation of about 10-20 atoms compared with 700 GB in its
non-relativistic counterpart. SO-CCSD methods are also about 20 times more time-consuming
than non-relativistic CC due to loss of spin symmetry. Approaches using scalar-relativistic
spin-orbitals in two-component SO-CC methods have been developed [109–114] to reduce
computational time and storage space requirements of SO-CC methods. The schemes provide
an efficient alternative way to treat spin-orbit coupling in CC methods, but it involves an
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approximation related to using orbitals without spin-orbit coupling.
This dissertation develops sparse AO matrix-based algorithms in combination with the
X2C Hamiltonian to reduce computational requirements in SO-CC methods and extend the
applicability to larger molecules containing heavy elements. The implementation leverages the
spin-free nature of AO two-electron integrals and sparsity in AO integral matrix to eliminate
the computational bottleneck associated with the storage and evaluation of large MO integral
matrices. The AO-based scheme has three main advantages. First, the AO-based scheme
avoids the evaluation and storage of large MO integral matrices. Second, it reduces the
floating-point operation count of the most time-consuming “ladder term” in SO-CCSD to 14 .
Third, it allows the use of sparsity in AO integrals to further reduce storage requirements
and formal operation count. Note that AO-based algorithms have been extensively exploited
in non-relativistic CC methods [115, 116]. The advantages of AO-based algorithms in
SO-CC methods are greater than in non-relativistic CC methods, because the AO-based
implementation also leads to partial recovery of spin symmetry in SO-CC methods. It is also
noteworthy that this development is compatible with all two-component Hamiltonians[74,
117] as well as RECP [118] SO-CC methods. The developments in this dissertation are
implemented on the quantum chemistry program package CFOUR [3]. Chapter 2 discusses
the theoretical background and chapter 3 discusses the motivation for this work as well as
a summary of the present development. Chapter 4 details the development of the sparse
AO matrix-based implementation of SO-CC methods to avoid the calculation and storage
of four-particle ⟨ab||cd⟩ type integrals. Chapter 5 discusses the development of sparse AO
matrix-based implementation of the SO-CCSD(T) method to avoid the computation and
storage of three-particle ⟨ab||ci⟩ type integrals.
The second part of the dissertation, presented in chapter 6, deals with the development of
an automatic expression generation library and its application to derive working equations for
unitary coupled-cluster (UCC) singles and doubles based third-order polarization propagator
theory (UCC3). Implementation of quantum chemistry methods generally involves three steps.
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The first step is to derive working equations of the method based on Wick’s theorem, either
using diagrammatic techniques (see [81]) or string-based manipulation of second quantized
operators [119]. The second step deals with combining and reordering the expressions in a
form that minimizes the computational cost. The third step deals with implementing the
derived working equations. These steps are time-consuming and prone to human error. The
automation of these steps thus is highly desirable. Significant effort has been devoted to
developing programs to automatically derive and implement working equations in quantum
chemistry packages [53, 55, 56, 120–132]. We present a Python-based, open-source and
adaptive library (named AutoGen) to carry out the automatic derivation of working equations
for single-reference electronic structure methods, e.g. for unitary coupled-cluster (UCC)-based
methods. Derivation of working equations for UCC-based methods is more tedious than
CC-based methods. Unlike CC methods, a unitary parameterization of wavefunction involves
de-excitation operators together with excitation operators in the cluster operator. These
de-excitation operators can contract with both the excitation operators and the Hamiltonian.
This leads to two main complications. First, the expansion of UCC similarity transformed
Hamiltonian becomes non-terminating. Note that the Baker–Campbell–Hausdorff (BCH)
expansion of similarity transformed Hamiltonian in CC theory naturally truncates at the
fourth order of the commutator. Second, the de-excitation operators increase the complexity
of the derivation by increasing the number of intermediates and final unique terms that need
to be derived at each order of commutator. Chapter 6 discusses the details of the automatic





2.1 Treatment of relativistic effects
2.1.1 Relativistic Hamiltonian
Quantum mechanical equations may be obtained from non-relativistic equations by the use
of correspondence principle, where we replace momentum (p⃗) and energy (E) by quantum
operators
p⃗→ −i▽⃗, E → i ∂
∂t
. (2.1)
Here we are demonstrating this process for a free particle, where the non-relativistic classical
energy of a free particle is given by
E = T = p
2
2m, (2.2)
which has the kinetic energy (T ) of the particle. Note that atomic units are used throughout
this chapter, with speed of light c and mass m written explicitly for clarity. Starting with the
classical energy equation and using correspondence principle, we derive the time-dependent




Ψ(r⃗, t) = − 12m▽⃗
2Ψ(r⃗, t), (2.3)
where Ψ(r⃗, t) is the time-dependent wavefunction of the particle.
Through a similar process, a free-particle equation of a relativistic quantum particle can
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be derived starting with the Einstein’s dispersion relation
E2 = p⃗2c2 +m2c4. (2.4)
Here, relativistic total energy is written as a sum of relativistic kinetic energy and rest mass






Ψ(r⃗, t) = (▽⃗2 −m2c2)Ψ(r⃗, t) (2.5)
which can be transformed to write
(□⃗ +m2c2)Ψ(r⃗, t) = 0 (2.6)




− ▽⃗2). This equation is known as the Klein-Gordon equation. Unlike the
Schrödinger equation, this equation is quadratic in time derivative, and as a consequence,
the probability density is not positive definite [25].
2.1.1.1 Dirac equation





Ψ(r⃗, t) = HΨ(r⃗, t) = [cα⃗ · p⃗+ βmc2]Ψ(r⃗, t) (2.7)
The unknown variables α and β were determined to be such that the energy from the above
equation corresponds to the Einstein’s dispersion relation, for which the following conditions
have to be met:
αiαj + αjαi = δij, β2 = 1, αiβ = −βαi. (2.8)
The conditions in Eq. 2.8 can only be satisfied when α and β are matrices with minimum


























The equation derived above is referred to as Dirac equation. Substituting wavefunction
Ψ(r⃗, t) = Ψ(r⃗)e−iEtℏ and dropping the notation for r dependence, Dirac equation can
conveniently be written as ⎛⎝ mc2 cσ⃗ · p⃗
cσ⃗ · p⃗ −mc2
⎞⎠Ψ = EΨ (2.11)
or, (︂
cα⃗ · p⃗+ βmc2
)︂
Ψ = EΨ (2.12)
Notice that due to the presence of 4× 4 matrices, eigenfunctions of Dirac equation have four
















ΨL and ΨS are referred to as large and small components of the total wavefunction. The
large and small component are so named because large component is one to two orders of
magnitude larger than small component wavefunction of light elements in the non-relativistic
limit (The situation reverses for negative energy solutions) [24]. It should be noted that Dirac
equation explicitly include α and β spin of an electron.
The energy eigenvalues of the Dirac equation are
E+ = +
√︂
p2c2 +m2c4 E− = −
√︂
p2c2 +m2c4, (2.15)
corresponding to eigenfunctions Ψ+ and Ψ− , respectively. These eigenstates are referred to as
positive and negative energy states based on the positive and negative nature of eigenvalues
E+ and E−, respectively. In the non-relativistic regime, a free particle is expected to have a
positive energy. The presence of negative energy states is somewhat counter-intuitive because
a particle in a positive energy state could lose energy and spontaneously fall into the negative
energy state. Dirac postulated that negative energy states are fully occupied. A vacuum
in this interpretation is the state in which all the negative-energy states are filled and all
positive-energy states are vacant [24].
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2.1.1.2 One and two-electron Hamiltonian
The electrostatic potential due to nucleus is introduced in the Dirac equation to form the
one-electron part of the many-body Hamiltonian. This is carried out with the substitution
E = E + ϕNUC where ϕNUC is the electrostatic potential of the nucleus. Fundamental charge
e on an electron is taken as 1 using atomic units. The Born-Oppenheimer approximation is
used in electronic structure calculations, which states that the wavefunction of nucleus and
electrons can be treated separately in most molecular calculations [134]. This leads to the
Dirac equation with nuclear repulsion interaction, given by
hDΨ =
⎛⎝ V cσ⃗ · p⃗
cσ⃗ · p⃗ V − 2mc2
⎞⎠Ψ = EΨ, (2.16)
where the energy E is scaled to the non-relativistic energy and V̂ = −eϕNUC . In the case of
a many-electron system, hD serves as the one-electron part of the relativistic Hamiltonian.









− (α⃗1 · ▽⃗1)(α⃗2 · ▽⃗2)r122 . (2.18)
Notice that the first term in Eq. 2.17 is the Coulomb interaction that describes the charge-
charge interaction of the electrons and also arises in the non-relativistic molecular Hamiltonian.
The Breit term can be written as a sum of Gaunt term (1st part in Eq. 2.18) and a gauge-
dependent term (2nd part in Eq. 2.18) [74]. Coulomb term and Gaunt term give rise
to spin-same-orbit (SSO) and spin-other-orbit (SOO) interactions, respectively. The most
common choice of the two-electron part of the Hamiltonian is to include Coulomb interaction




For the treatment of electron correlation, DC Hamiltonian is projected on only the positive
energy states, which gives the “no-pair” DC Hamiltonian [25]. “No-pair” DC Hamiltonian












where second quantized operators a†p(ap) correspond to creation (annhilation) of an electron
in orbital p. (hD)pq and (g)pq,rs are the one and two-electron integral matrix elements in the
relativistic case, while the indices p, q. . . run only over positive energy states. We can compare










Here (h)pq and (g)pqrs are the one and two-electron integral matrix elements in non-relativistic
case and the indices p, q. . . run over all non-relativistic spin-orbitals. Notice that the only
difference in the two lies in the values of one and two-electron integrals. Thus, “no-pair”
Hamiltonian takes the same form as the non-relativistic Hamiltonian in occupation number
representation. Therefore, quantum chemical machinery can be used for both non-relativistic
and relativistic Hamiltonians. Note that the one and two-electron matrix elements in Ĥno-pairDC
contain contributions from both large and small components of the wavefunction.
2.1.2 Modified Dirac equation
The block form of the Dirac equation [89] is given as⎛⎝ V c(σ⃗ · p⃗)







Writing this block equation in the form of two coupled equations in the large and small
components, we get
VΨL + c(σ⃗ · p⃗)ΨS = EΨL, (2.22)
c(σ⃗ · p⃗)ΨL + (V − 2mc2)ΨS = EΨS. (2.23)
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The Eq. 2.23 gives the exact coupling operator R̂ as
ΨS = R̂ΨL, R̂(E) = (2mc2 − V + E)−1c(σ⃗ · p⃗), (2.24)
which in non-relativistic limit gives
ΨS =
1
2mc(σ⃗ · p⃗)ΨL. (2.25)
Implementation of Eq. 2.25 at the basis set level in Dirac equation (Eq. 2.21) is referred
to as Kinetic balance condition [135]. This kinetic balance condition can equivalently be








where ϕL is the pseudo-large component [74]. This substitution along with restructuring
leads us to the modified Dirac equation, which is given by⎛⎝ V T














4m2c2 (σ⃗ · p⃗)V (σ⃗ · p⃗). (2.28)
The operator W0 can further be divided into a part which is completely spin-free and another
which is spin-dependent. This is carried out by using the Dirac identity (σ⃗.A⃗)(σ⃗.B⃗) =
A⃗.B⃗ + iσ.(A⃗× B⃗) to derive the relation
W0 =
1
4m2c2 (σ⃗ · p⃗)V (σ⃗ · p⃗) (2.29)
= 14m2c2 p⃗V · p⃗+
1
4m2c2 iσ⃗ · [(p⃗V )× p⃗], (2.30)
= W SF0 +W SO0 . (2.31)
This separation of modified Dirac equation into spin-free (W SF0 ) and spin-dependent (W SO0 )
parts was developed by Dyall in 1994 [89]. Notice that this separation is exact and does not
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involve any approximation. The modified Dirac equation can now be written in the form of
spin-free and spin-dependent parts as⎡⎣⎛⎝ V T












Since our objective is the application of relativistic Hamiltonian on molecular systems, it
is convenient to work with a Hamiltonian which reproduces only the positive energy spectrum
of the parent four-component Hamiltonian. Several attempts have been made to eliminate
the negative energy eigenstates and form the two-component “electrons-only” Hamiltonian
[65–78]. The exact two-component (X2C) method has been established as the most promising
two-component method [67–69, 74]. In the next subsection, we will discuss the normalized
elimination of small component in the X2C scheme.
2.1.3 Exact two-component method
The exact two-component (X2C) method is based on the normalized elimination of small
component in the matrix representation of the Dirac equation. The formulation of X2C was
proposed by Dyall in 1997 [67] which was revisited and further developed by Kutzelnigg
and Liu in 2005 [68]. A correction was made to the renormalization factor by Liu and Peng
in 2009 [69]. A production level implementation of the X2C Hamiltonian in the program
package Dirac was carried out by Iliaš and Saue [75] in 2007.










where DXX are the matrix elements of the modified Dirac equation in matrix form, S is the
overlap matrix of large component and SSS = T2mc2 . CL and CS are the basis set expansion
coefficients for large and small component wavefuctions, respectively for positive energy states.
We define the X matrix as
CS = XCL. (2.34)
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In the X2C method, the X matrix is obtained by solving the parent four-component one-
electron equation in the matrix form. Using the above relation and applying the matrix X†
on the second equation, we can write the two equations from the Dirac matrix equation as
DLLCL +DLSXCL = SCLE, (2.35)
X†DSLCL +X†DSSXCL = X†SSSXCLE. (2.36)
These two equations can be added to give
(DLL +DLSX +X†DSL +X†DSSX)CL = (S +X†SSSX)CLE, (2.37)
which can be written in the form
L+C
L = S̃CLE, (2.38)
where
L+ = DLL +DLSX +X†DSL +X†DSSX, (2.39)
S̃ = S +X†SSSX. (2.40)
The above equations represent an “electron-only” two component Dirac equation, but it is
not ideal in the current form. The “electrons-only” part of the block-diagonalized Dirac
equation is expected to be of the form
hF W+ C
2c
+ = SC2c+ E, (2.41)
which has S as the metric, instead of S̃ as in Eq. 2.38. The X2C equations are obtained by
writing Eq. 2.38 in the form of Eq. 2.41 using a renormalization matrix R as [136]
hF W+ = R†L+R, (2.42)
CL = RC2c+ . (2.43)
The correct form of the matrix R has been derived [69] to be
R = (S−1S̃)− 12 . (2.44)
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X2C theory provides a more convenient form of relativistic many-electron Hamiltonian for
molecular calculations. With the derivation of a relativistic two-component Hamiltonian, the
remaining task is the development of electronic structure methods using X2C Hamiltonain for
accurate treatment of electron correlation. The next subsection discusses electronic structure
methods to be used in combination with a relativistic Hamiltonian.
2.2 Treatment of electron correlation
2.2.1 Hartree-Fock theory
Hartree-Fock (HF) wave-function is the simplest antisymmetric wave-function to describe
the ground state of a n-electron system [137]. It is a single anti-symmetrized product (single
determinant) of occupied orbitals, which can be written for a two-electron system as










Here ϕi and ϕj are the one-electron wave-functions while r⃗1 and r⃗2 are the position vectors
of the two electrons. Note that we use indices i, j . . . (a, b. . . ) for occupied (unoccupied)
molecular orbitals. With the Hamiltonian Ĥ, the HF energy takes the form






(⟨ij|ij⟩ − ⟨ij|ji⟩), (2.47)













respectively. The molecular orbitals (MOs) are taken as a linear combination of atomic
orbital basis functions. Self-consistent-field equations are solved to minimise the HF energy.
In the X2C-HF method, the MOs (spinors in this case) are written as linear combination of
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} ) correspond to α (and β)
basis functions. The Hartree-Fock method can provide more than 98% of the total energy of a
molecule. However, the electron correlation energy, which is defined as the difference between
the exact energy and HF energy, is important for calculations of chemical properties. The
correlation energy is obtained by including the contributions from excited state determinants
into the wavefunction. It is a good time to introduce tools needed in the development of
post-HF methods for the computation of correlation energy before going into the discussion
of methods for the computation of correlation energy. These tools are the concept of normal
ordering of second quantized operators and Wick’s theorem.
2.2.2 Basics of electron correlation theory
2.2.2.1 Normal ordering with respect to the physical vacuum
A normal-ordered second quantized operator has all the creation operator to the left of
all destruction operators [82]. The ordering simplifies the derivation of matrix elements of
operators. This can be understood by looking at the action of creation and annihilation
operators on the true vacuum represented by |0⟩. The creation operator acting on vacuum
creates a state, as
a†qa
†
p|0⟩ = |pq⟩, (2.51)
while the action of an annihilation operator on vacuum returns 0 (as there is nothing to
annihilate),
ap|0⟩ = 0. (2.52)
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Using this idea, it can be inferred that all normal ordered string of creation and annihilation
operators acting on the vacuum will return 0. For instance,
a†pa
†
qasar|0⟩ = 0. (2.53)
These second quantized operators have anti-commutation properties, which arise due to the
Fermi exclusion principle. These relationships are summarized as
[a†p, a†q]+ = 0, [ap, aq]+ = 0, [a†p, aq]+ = δpq. (2.54)
Using these anti-commutation properties, an arbitrary string of second quantized operators
can be written as a sum of normal ordered strings and fully “contracted” terms (contractions
are defined later). An illustration is presented for an arbitrary operator Â, which is written
in second quantized form as
Â = apa†qasa†r. (2.55)
This operator can be expanded into sum of normal ordered strings as
Â =δpqasa†r − a†qapasa†r
=δpqδrs − δpqa†ras − δrsa†qap + a†qapa†ras
=δpqδrs − δpqa†ras − δrsa†qap + δpra†qas − a†qa†rapas.
(2.56)
A vacuum expectation value of the operator Â can be written as
⟨0|Â|0⟩ =⟨0|δpqδrs|0⟩ − ⟨0|δpqa†ras|0⟩ − ⟨0|δrsa†qap|0⟩
+ ⟨0|δpra†qas|0⟩ − ⟨0|a†qa†rapas|0⟩.
(2.57)
All but the first term in the above expression returns 0 as they involve normal ordered string
of second quantised operators. As this example illustrates, normal ordering is a useful tool to
derive vacuum expectation value of operators in their second quantized form. Next, we will
discuss some simple rules to write an arbitrary operator (and product of operators) in second
quantized form, into a sum of normal ordered string of operators.
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2.2.2.2 Wick’s theorem
Anti-commutation relations of second-quantised operators give rise to simple rules to generate
normal ordered terms for an arbitraty string of second quantised operators, known as Wick’s
theorem. The use of Wick’s theorem is illustrated using example of the operator Â discussed
in Eq. 2.55.
Â =apa†qasa†r, (2.58)
={apa†qasa†r}+ {apa†qasa†r}+ {apa†qasa†r}+ {apa†qasa†r}+ {apa†qasa†r}, (2.59)
={apa†qasa†r}+ δpq{asa†r}+ δpr{a†qas}+ δrs{apa†q}+ δpqδrs, (2.60)
where contractions, such as apa†q, are defined by
apa
†
q = δpq, a†paq = 0, apaq = 0, a†pa†q = 0. (2.61)
Note that the bracket notation {} is used to indicate normal-ordered form of the string
written enclosed by it. All pair-wise permutations of contractions are considered in a string
of second quantized operators. The number of contractions in each term starts from 0
contractions (giving the normal ordered arrangement of operators) to maximum possible
number of contractions.
Wick’s theorem can further be generalised to derive normal ordered form of a product of
two normal ordered operators. This is illustrated here using an example of a product of two




The idea of all permutations of pairwise contractions remains the same, with the exception
that contractions are only permitted between second quantized operators arising from different
operators. This generalized form of Wick’s theorem is commonly used in the derivation of
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matrix elements in electronic structure methods. A problem that arises here is that the
number of second-quantized operators involved, if we write the single reference wavefunction
using second quantized operators, is large. This is because each occupied orbital is created in
true vacuum using a creation operator as











Even with the help of Wick’s theorem, working with such a large string is complicated.
2.2.2.3 Normal ordering with respect to a single slater determinant as redefined
vacuum
Simplification is achieved by taking a single determinant as the vacuum instead of working
with the true vacuum (|0⟩). Here, all occupied orbitals are represented by indices i, j, . . . and
un-occupied orbitals are represented by indices a, b, . . . . The new vacuum can be written in







l . . . |0⟩, (2.66)
where all creation operators are creating occupied orbitals in the true vacuum state. The
new contraction definitions with respect to occupied and unoccupied orbitals are
a†iaj = δij, aaa
†
b = δab. (2.67)
Other contractions are zero, which are
aia
†
j = 0, a†aab = 0. (2.68)
The other contractions, that involve mixed occupied and unoccupied orbitals, will be zero as
the Kronecker delta function will be zero in that case. All other rules for the Wick’s theorem






























Coupled-cluster (CC) theory uses an exponential parameterization of the wave operator to
obtain an approximation to the exact wavefunction [82, 137]. A CC wavefunction is given by
|ΨCC⟩ = eT̂ |ΨHF⟩ (2.71)
where operator T̂ is the cluster operator with weighted excitation operators. The excitation
operator T̂ can be written as
T̂ = T̂ 1 + T̂ 2 + T̂ 3 · · ·+ T̂ n, (2.72)
where each excitation operator creates a series of excited determinants such that electrons
from occupied orbitals are excited to un-occupied orbitals. For instance, the action of operator
T̂ 2 on reference wavefunction |ΨHF ⟩, given by










creates doubly excited determinants with electrons in occupied orbitals i and j excited to
orbitals a and b. tabij are the amplitudes associated to the excitations and are determined by
the amplitude equations given later (Eq. 2.76).
The action of an exponential cluster operator on the HF wavefunction ensures the
important properties of size-extensivity and size-consistency in CC methods at all levels of
truncation of the excitation operator [138]. Size-extensivity is the property of a theory that
the total energy of a system scales properly with respect to the size of the molecule. Size-
consistency is a distinct but related property of a theory that the energy of a super-system,
consisting of fragments A and B, is the sum of the fragment energies of A and B in the limit
of zero inter-fragment interaction.
The Schrödinger equation can now be written as [82] as
ĤeT̂ |ΨHF ⟩ = ECCeT̂ |ΨHF ⟩. (2.74)
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Further, e−T̂ can be multiplied on the left along with projection on the reference wavefunction
to get the energy equation of CC theory
⟨ΨHF |e−T̂ ĤeT̂ |ΨHF⟩ = ECC . (2.75)
The operator H̄ = e−T̂ ĤeT̂ is known as similarity transformed Hamiltonian. Similar to the
energy equation, the Eq. 2.74 can be multiplied with the exponential operator e−T̂ and
projected onto excited determinants to get the amplitude equations
⟨ΨI|e−T̂ ĤeT̂ |ΨHF⟩ = 0. (2.76)
Here, ΨI are singly, doubly, triply . . . excited determinants. The similarity transformed
Hamiltonian can be expanded using the Baker–Campbell–Hausdorff (BCH) expansion as
e−T̂ ĤeT̂ =Ĥ + [Ĥ, T̂ ] + 12! [[Ĥ, T̂ ], T̂ ] +
1
3! [[[Ĥ, T̂ ], T̂ ], T̂ ] +
1
4! [[[[Ĥ, T̂ ], T̂ ], T̂ ], T̂ ] (2.77)
An important property of CC theory is that the BCH expansion of similarity transformed
Hamiltonian naturally terminated at the fourth order of commutators. This happens because
the operators T̂ s are excitation operators and cannot contract among themselves. This leaves
the only possible contractions between the Ĥ and T̂ operators. Ĥ operator can only contract
with four operators, which is the number of elementary second quantized operators in the
two-electron part of the Hamiltonian (refer to Eq. 2.20). Thus, any fifth-order commutator
and beyond will have at least one operator left uncontracted and therefore vanish in the
commutator expansion. This natural termination ensures that the CC energy is exact for the
order of truncation of excitation operator T̂ and no approximation in the BCH expansion is
needed. All the commutators of the BCH expansion are computed using Wick’s theorem to
derive working equations for energy and amplitude equations, which are then re-factorized
and implemented in computer programs.
The energy expression for CC theory is given by

















The amplitude equation is dependent on the truncation of excitation operator used. In CCSD












The amplitudes equations for CCSD method are too long to write here, and they can be
found in the reference [139]. CC approaches, specially CCSD and CCSD augmented with
perturbative triple excitations (CCSD(T)), are widely used methods to treat dynamical
electron correlation. CCSD(T) method is popularly referred to as the “Gold standard” in
computational chemistry.
2.2.4 Equation-of-motion coupled-cluster theory
In equation-of-motion coupled-cluster method (EOM-CC), wavefunction of an excited state
(Ψexc) can be obtained by the action of operator R̂ on Ψcc
|Ψexc⟩ =R̂|ΨCC⟩, (2.80)
=R̂eT̂ |ΨHF ⟩. (2.81)
The operator R̂ is similar to the configuration interaction [140] method like excitation operator
that excites the ground state CC wavefunction to obtain the excited determinants. The
operator R̂ is given by
R̂ =R̂0 + R̂1 + R̂2 + R̂3 + . . . , (2.82)











b . . . ajai} (2.84)
This is an exact parameterization of the excited state wavefunction, given a single reference
ground state wavefunction [82]. The equations for determining energy and amplitudes of
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EOM-CC methods are obtained by projecting the Schrödinger equation,
ĤR̂eT̂ |ΨHF ⟩ = EexcR̂eT̂ |ΨHF ⟩, (2.85)
onto the ground state, singly excited and doubly excited determinant as
⟨ΨHF |H̄R̂|ΨHF ⟩ =Eexcro, (2.86)
⟨Ψai |H̄R̂|ΨHF ⟩ =Eexc⟨Ψai |R̂|ΨHF ⟩, (2.87)






3.1 Motivation: the bottleneck of traditional imple-
mentation
Computations using coupled-cluster (CC) methods involve a series of tensor contractions
to solve amplitude and energy equations. The most time-consuming among the tensor







This tensor contraction will be taken as an example for the explanation of the atomic orbital
(AO)-based scheme in this section. This term involves a contraction between ⟨ab||cd⟩-type
molecular orbital (MO) integrals and doubles amplitudes tcdij . Here, a,b. . . (i, j. . . ) refers to
unoccupied (occupied) orbitals. These tensors are anti-symmetric with respect to interchange
of a with b, c with d, and i with j, for instance, ⟨ab||cd⟩ = −⟨ba||cd⟩. ⟨ab||cd⟩ is stored for




ij is stored for
indices c > d and i > j as a matrix of dimension Nv(Nv+1)2 ×
No(No+1)
2 . Here Nv (No) is the
number of unoccupied (occupied) orbitals of α spin. This matrix multiplication has a time
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Table 3-I. The sizes of large MO integral matrices in non-relativistic, four-component spin-
orbit(4c-SO) and two-component spin-orbit(2c-SO) CCSD calculations. This example involves 80
electrons and 1000 virtual spinors (600 basic functions) which refers to a calculation of about
10-20 atoms. µ, ν, σ · · · refer to atomic orbital basis functions, a, b, c · · · refer to unoccupied
orbitals while i, j, k · · · refer to occupied orbitals.
non-relativistic 4c-SO 2c-SO
(µν|σλ) 120GB 2000GB 120GB
⟨ab||cd⟩ 700GB 4000GB 4000GB
⟨ab||ci⟩ 144GB 600GB 600GB
⟨ai||jb⟩ 75GB 100GB 100GB
complexity of O(N4vN2o ).
With the inclusion of spin-orbit coupling and resulting loss of spin symmetry, each
dimension of ⟨ab||cd⟩-type MO integral matrix doubles, i.e, Nv,SO (No,SO) = 2Nv (No). Further,
the spinors are complex-valued requiring complex matrix multiplication. Complex matrix
multiplication is ∼3-4 times more time-consuming than real number matrix multiplication.
Overall, the “ladder term” is ∼20 times more time-consuming than in the non-relativistic
spin-unrestricted CCSD computation. More importantly, the dimension of ⟨ab||cd⟩ matrix
increases to Nv,SO(Nv,SO+1)2 ×
Nv,SO(Nv,SO+1)
2 . This greatly increases the storage required for
⟨ab||cd⟩-type MO integrals in spin-orbit (SO)-CC, for instance, ∼4000 GB storage space is
required for an example calculation of about 10-20 atoms (refer to table 3-I) which is much
larger than 700 GB that is required in the non-relativistic case. Creation and storage of these
large integral matrices becomes a major bottleneck in spin-orbit (SO)-CC calculations.
Inspired by AO-based algorithms in non-relativistic theories [115, 116], we use AO integral
matrix to overcome the bottleneck related to handling large MO integral matrices. AOs
provide the following advantages over molecular spinors:
1. The size of the AO two-electron integral matrix is smaller than that of the MO two-
electron integral matrix in two-component SO-CC case (refer to table 3-I). This is
because AOs are pure spin states and AO integrals have an eight-fold permutational
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symmetry, i.e, (µν|σλ) = (νµ|σλ) = (µν|λσ) = (νµ|λσ) = (σλ|µν) = (σλ|νµ) =
(λσ|νµ) = (λσ|µν). As shown in table 3-I, for an example calculation of about 10-20
atoms, AO integrals (µν|σρ) require 120 GB storage in two-component SO-CC methods.
Even without considering the sparsity in AO integrals, this is much smaller when
compared to 4000 GB storage requirement of ⟨ab||cd⟩-type MO integrals and 600 GB
required by ⟨ab||ci⟩-type MO integrals.
2. AO two-electron integrals form a highly sparse matrix [141–143] due to several factors.
An important factor contributing to the sparsity is the localized nature of Gaussian







the product χ∗µ(r⃗1)χν(r⃗1) is a Gaussian function that falls off quickly with the increase
of the separation of the centers of χµ and χν . Integrals with χµ and χν well separated
(or χσ and χλ well separated) are negligible. Other factors also affect the sparsity,
including orbital types involved in the integrals (s, p,.. ), molecular symmetry, etc.
3.2 Summary of the dissertation work on relativistic
coupled-cluster methods
In this dissertation, sparse AO matrix-based implementation of exact two-component (X2C)
SO-CC methods has been developed. The spin-free nature of AO two-electron integrals and
sparsity in the AO integral matrix have been exploited to reduce the storage requirements in
SO-CC methods. This implementation extends the applicability of SO-CC methods to treat
heavy-element-containing molecules with 10-20 atoms. High-accuracy SO-CC calculations for
such large systems is unprecedented. Chapter 4 contains excerpts from our published articles
J. Liu, Y. Shen, A. Asthana, and L. Cheng, “Two-component relativistic coupled-cluster
methods using mean-field spin-orbit integrals,” J. Chem. Phys. 148, 034106 (2018) and A.
Asthana, J. Liu, and L. Cheng, “Exact Two-Component Equation-of-Motion Coupled-Cluster
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Singles and Doubles Method Using Atomic Mean-Field Spin-Orbit Integrals,” J. Chem. Phys.
150, 074102 (2019).
The underlying idea of the AO-based algorithms are discussed here using the “ladder




cd⟨ab||cd⟩tcdij . Since spinors are linear combination of AOs, the “ladder term” can be






















Detailed expressions, making use of various spin cases of the tensor contractions, have been
given in Chapter 2. This transformation converts the matrix multiplication involving ⟨ab||cd⟩-
type MO integrals into matrix multiplication involving AO two-electron integrals. It should
be emphasized that the storage of the AO two-electron integrals, for a calculation of 10-20
atoms, is around 120 GB compared with the size of 4 TB of the corresponding ⟨ab||cd⟩-type
MO integrals (refer to table 3-I). ⟨ab||cd⟩-type MO integral matrix is no longer required to be
stored in AO based scheme, which leads to a high reduction in storage requirements in SO-CC
methods (refer to table 3-II). In addition to the reduction of storage requirements, the AO-
based algorithms also reduce the formal floating-point operation count of the computationally
significant “ladder term”, in the example in Eq. 3.3, by a factor of four. The number of





(Notice that the factor of 4 has been introduced due to the use complex algebra). The step in
AO based algorithm with the highest time complexity is ∑︁ρσ⟨µν||σρ⟩tσρij . The floating point




o,SO. Since Nv,SO is approximately twice Nao,
the AO-based algorithm reduces the floating point operation count by a factor of four [144].
The transformation of the working equations into AO representation has already been
established in non-relativistic CC methods [115, 116]. However, the AO-based scheme has
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significantly greater benefits in relativistic SO-CC methods, compared with non-relativistic
CC methods, due to partial recovery of spin symmetry [144, 145]. Spin symmetry reduces
storage requirements of MO integrals as well as computational time for the “ladder term” in
non-relativistic CC methods. The computational benefits achieved through the use of spin
symmetry are lost with the inclusion of spin-orbit coupling in relativistic CC methods. In
an AO-based scheme, the spin-free nature of the AO integrals allows the computation of
the “ladder term” in SO-CC to be distributed into various spin cases, partially recovering
spin symmetry. Furthermore, the size of MO integrals is much larger in the case of SO-CC
methods compared with their non-relativistic counterparts; whereas, the size of the AO
integral matrix remains the same in both SO-CC and non-relativistic CC case (refer to
table 3-I). Therefore, using AO integrals to avoid large MO integrals is more beneficial in
SO-CC methods compared with non-relativistic CC methods. It is also noteworthy that
AO-based implementation developed in this dissertation is compatible with all two-component
Hamiltonians [74, 117] as well as RECP [118] based SO-CCSD(T) methods.
The focus of the chapter 4 is on the development of sparse AO integral matrix-based
algorithms for an efficient implementation of SO-CC methods to leverage sparsity in the
AO integral matrix and further reduce storage requirements and formal operation count in
SO-CC methods. The SO-CC computations use uncontracted basis sets for an accurate
description of the spin-orbit splitting of inner-shell orbitals [146], increasing the number
of AO integrals. Further, storing AO integrals has a steep scaling of O(N4ao), where Nao
refers to the number of atomic orbitals. Several schemes have been developed in literature to
reduce storage requirements related to two-electron AO integrals, that include density-fitting
approaches [147–151], Cholesky decomposition [152–156], direct use of sparsity in tensor
contractions involving AO integral matrix [141, 142, 157], etc. An important advantage of
using AO-based algorithms is that they allow the use of sparsity in the AO integral matrix
to reduce storage requirements and formal operation count. Sparse AO integral matrix-based
implementation does not introduce any approximation. As a demonstration, BiH molecule
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Table 3-II. The sizes of large MO integral matrices in non-relativistic calculations compared with
various implementations of two-component spin-orbit(2c-SO) methods developed in this thesis.
This example involves 80 electrons and 1000 virtual spinors (600 basic functions) which refers to
a calculation of about 10-20 atoms. µ, ν, σ · · · refer to atomic orbital basis functions, a, b, c · · ·












(µν|σλ) 120GB 120GB 120GB S×120GBd S×120GBd
⟨ab||cd⟩ 700GB 4000GB 0 0 0
⟨ab||ci⟩ 144GB 600GB 600GB 600GB 0
⟨ai||jb⟩ 75GB 100GB 100GB 100GB 100GB
a 2c-SO with AO based algorithms for terms involving ⟨ab||cd⟩-type MO integrals.
b 2c-SO with sparse AO matrix based algorithms for terms involving ⟨ab||cd⟩-type MO integrals.
c 2c-SO with sparse AO matrix based algorithms for terms involving ⟨ab||cd⟩ and ⟨ab||ci⟩-type
MO integrals.
d S (sparsity)=fraction of non-zero elements over all elements in AO matrix. Only unique and
non-zero values are stored making use of sparsity.
with an un-contracted ANO-RCC basis set only has 6.4% of the unique AO integrals with
non-zero values, although molecular symmetry plays an important role in this case. Using
sparsity, only 6.4% of the AO integral matrix elements need to be stored, and only 6.4% of
the floating-point operations need to be performed. An implementation of SO-CCSD and
SO equation-of-motion (EOM)-CCSD methods has been developed that is based on sparse
AO integral matrix-based algorithms to avoid ⟨ab||cd⟩-type MO integrals (refer to table 3-II
for storage requirements for 10-20 atoms). The implementation has been parallelized using
the shared memory (OpenMP) based technique. The implementation is developed on the
quantum chemistry program CFOUR [3].
In chapter 5, sparse AO matrix-based algorithms for the SO-CCSD with perturbative
triples (SO-CCSD(T)) method have been formulated and implemented to avoid the com-
putation of three-virtual index MO integrals (⟨ab||ci⟩). This work is an extension to our
work on AO-based algorithms to avoid the creation of ⟨ab||cd⟩-type MO integral matrix
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for SO-CC computations in chapter 4. Three-virtual index type MO integrals (⟨ab||ci⟩)
become the bottleneck in storage requirements when ⟨ab||cd⟩-type MO integrals are avoided
through AO-based algorithms. For instance, the ⟨ab||ci⟩-type MO integral matrix for a
SO-CCSD calculation of 1000 virtual orbitals with about 80 electrons correlated, which refers
to accurate computation for 10-20 atoms including heavy elements, reaches 600 GB (ref to
table 3-I). The overall requirement for such computations surpasses 1 TB of storage space,
which is a challenging storage requirement in currently available computational facilities. This
implementation reduces the storage requirements of the SO-CCSD(T) method further by half
(refer to table 3-II). Overall, this sparse AO matrix-based implementation avoids the creation
of ⟨ab||cd⟩ and ⟨ab||ci⟩-type MO integrals and reduces storage requirements by an order of
magnitude compared with the MO-based implementation of SO-CCSD(T). The program has
been parallelized using shared-memory intranode (OpenMP) parallelization strategy. The
implementation is developed in the quantum chemistry program package CFOUR [3].
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Chapter 4
Sparse atomic-orbital (AO) integral
matrix-based implementation of
spin-orbit coupled-cluster (SO-CC)
methods to avoid ⟨ab||cd⟩-type
molecular orbital (MO) integrals
4.1 Theory
A key advantage of using the AO-based approach in electronic structure methods is that it
allows the use of high sparsity in the AO integral matrix to reduce storage requirements and







where r⃗1 and r⃗2 represent position of two-electrons, 1|r⃗1−r⃗2| represent relative position of two
electrons, and χµ represents an atomic orbital wavefunction. Note that anti-symmetrized AO
integrals in Dirac notation are
⟨µν||σλ⟩ = (µσ|νλ)− (µλ|νσ). (4.2)
The value of integral (µσ|νλ) is zero (or close to zero) when orbital pairs given by index (µ,σ)
or (ν,λ) have little overlap. This can be due to µ and σ being spatially far apart. The value




Several more factors affect integral value and, therefore sparsity, for instance, type of orbitals
(s, p, ...), orbital exponent, symmetry in the molecule, cutoff used in evaluating integrals, etc.
[143]. A large number of these integrals that have a negligible value make the AO integral
matrix a sparse matrix. This sparsity can be used to reduce the storage space required to
store the AO integral matrix and formal floating-point operation count of the contractions
involving AO integrals. Several AO-based implementations of quantum chemical theories,
using sparsity in AO integrals, have been developed in non-rel methods. Janowski et al. [142,
157] in their 2007-08 papers, and Harding et al. in their 2008 paper [141] developed efficient
algorithms to use sparsity in AO-based implementation of coupled-cluster methods. Pillio et
al. [143] developed a scheme for “ladder term” computation in AO-based algorithms, blocking
AO integral matrix into sparse and dense parts for their independent handling.
This chapter discusses an AO-based implementation of SO-CC methods that leverage
sparsity in the AO integral matrix to reduce storage requirements and formal operation
count in SO-CC methods. The chapter is organised as follows. In section 4.1, we present a
formulation for sparse AO integral matrix-based implementation of SO-CC singles and doubles
(SO-CCSD) method (4.1.1) and SO equation-of-motion (EOM) CCSD (4.1.2) methods. We
analyse the performance of the implementation in section 4.2 and discuss the summary in
section 4.3
4.1.1 Working equations for SO-CCSD method
The working equations of the SO-CCSD method take the same form as in the non-relativistic
case and are summarized in Appendix I. In this subsection, we will develop a formalism for
the implementation of sparse AO integral matrix-based implementation of SO-CCSD methods
that avoids the evaluation and storage of four-particle MO integrals. The contraction that
involve four-particle MO integrals in SO-CCSD is the “ladder term” given by the tensor
contraction 12
∑︁
cd⟨ab||cd⟩tcdij . This term is a contraction between four-particle ⟨ab||cd⟩-type
MO integrals and doubles amplitudes (tabij ). This term is the most time-consuming term
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in SO-CCSD computation. This term scales as O(N4v,soN2o,so) (Nv,so and No,so refers to
unoccupied and occupied spinors, respectively) and makes use of the large four-particle MO
integral matrix that has a space complexity of O(N4v,so). We have previously seen in table
3-I that the size of MO integrals become large in SO-CC methods. Storing large matrices
on the disk increases disk I/O time drastically, so it is advantageous to store this matrix in
memory in quantum chemical packages. An AO-based formulation of SO-CCSD that avoids
the evaluation and storage of ⟨ab||cd⟩ integrals requires the AO-based formulation of the











where ⟨µν||σλ⟩ are AO two-electron integrals and Cs are MO coefficients. Furthermore, the
























where tσλij are partially transformed doubles amplitudes. The evaluation of this term can
be done using AO two-electron integrals contracted with partially transformed doubles
amplitudes, and further transformation of µ and ν AO indices to MO indices. The term can







νb⟨µν||σλ⟩tσλij = (Iαα)ij,ab + (Iββ)ij,ab + [2(Iαβ)ij,ab − 2(Iαβ)ij,ba], (4.6)














⟨µs1νs2||σs1λs2⟩tσs1λs2ij ; s1, s2 = α, β. (4.8)
AO integrals are used in the computation of the intermediate t̃.
To take advantage of high sparsity in AO integral matrix, sparse AO integral matrix-based
formalism for the above presented AO-based formalism is presented below. The data structure
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used for storing sparse AO integral matrix in CFOUR has two variables, one that stores the
value of the non-zero unique integral, and the second to store a compact form of its four
indices that define its position in the AO integral matrix. This compact representation of
matrix elements are then stored in the form of a list. The permutational symmetry in AO
integrals plays an important role in storing AO integrals in a compact form, and their use in
tensor contractions in AO-based implementations. The permutational symmetry (in Mulliken





Only one of the eight elements given by these permutational symmetry relationships is stored
in the list of unique, non-zero AO integrals.
The implementation to compute “ladder term” using sparse AO integral matrix is based
on scalar-vector multiplication, making use of permutational symmetry in AO integrals to
generate the intermediate t̃ matrix in Eq. 4.8. Notice here that generation of the t̃ is the step
with the highest scaling (O(N4v,soN2o,so)) and makes use of the AO integral matrix. To carry
out this step using sparsity in AO integrals the list of non-zero and unique AO integrals is
iterated over, each element is multiplied with corresponding elements of partially transformed
doubles amplitudes based on the permutational symmetry and finally added to corresponding
elements of the target t̃ matrix. The construction of the same spin case (t̃s,s) and different
spin case (t̃s1,s2) matrices, where s, s1, s2 can be α or β and s1 ̸= s2, is carried out as shown
in algorithm 1 and 2, respectively.
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Figure 4-1. Outline of parallelization scheme for sparse AO integral matrix-based implementation
of “ladder term”. The t̃-matrix divided by extended lines shows the partitioning of this matrix
with equal parts of t̃ distributed to different processors. (Represents evaluation of same-spin cases
t̃
αα or t̃ββ).
Algorithm 1 Pseudo-code for construction of intermediate (t̃s,s) with s = α or β
1: A ← List of AO integrals
2: t ← Matrix of partially transformed doubles amplitudes
3: procedure multiply(A,t)
4: t̃=0
5: for A{µσνλ}x in A do
6: t̃(µν,:) = t̃(µν,:) + A{µσ,νλ}x × t(λσ, :)
7: t̃(σλ,:) = t̃(σλ,:) + A{µσ,νλ}x × t(µν, :)
8: t̃(µλ,:) = t̃(µλ,:) + A{µσ,νλ}x × t(νσ, :)
9: t̃(νσ,:) = t̃(νσ,:) + A{µσ,νλ}x × t(µλ, :)
Algorithm 2 Pseudo-code for construction of intermediate (t̃s1,s2) with s1, s2 = α or β and
s1 ̸= s2
1: A ← List of AO integrals
2: t ← Matrix of partially transformed doubles amplitudes
3: procedure multiply(A,t)
4: t̃=0
5: for A{µσνλ}x in A do
6: t̃(µ,ν,:) = t̃(µ,ν,:) + A{µσνλ}x × t(λ, σ, :)
7: t̃(σ,λ,:) = t̃(σ,λ,:) + A{µσνλ}x × t(µ, ν, :)
8: t̃(µ,λ,:) = t̃(µ,λ,:) + A{µσνλ}x × t(ν, σ, :)
9: t̃(ν,σ,:) = t̃(ν,σ,:) + A{µσνλ}x × t(µ, λ, :)
10: t̃(ν,µ,:) = t̃(ν,µ,:) + A{µσνλ}x × t(σ, λ, :)
11: t̃(λ,σ,:) = t̃(λ,σ,:) + A{µσνλ}x × t(ν, µ, :)
12: t̃(λ,µ,:) = t̃(λ,µ,:) + A{µσνλ}x × t(σ, ν, :)
13: t̃(σ,ν,:) = t̃(σ,ν,:) + A{µσνλ}x × t(λ, µ, :)
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The parallelization of this implementation is carried out using a shared-memory (OpenMP)-
based approach. The target matrix t̃ is partitioned into parts on the row index in the case
of (t̃s1,s2) and (t̃s,s) (s, s1, s2 = α or β and s1 ̸= s2). The full target matrix t̃ has been
shared among processors, each part is then assigned to a specific processor, and the processor
iterates over AO integral matrix to compute the assigned part. The memory partitioning is
shown in figure 4-1 where batches of the t̃, separated by an extended line in the figure, are
assigned to be computed by different processors. It is worthwhile to note that the list of AO
integrals was partitioned into batches and processed by different processors in earlier work by
Harding et al. [141]. While this strategy leads to easy implementation and efficient division
of computational load among processors, this approach is limited by the size of t̃ matrix. In
such a strategy, t̃ matrix has to be stored privately in each processor to avoid race condition
and added together at the end of computation by the reduction clause in OpenMP. When
t̃ matrix becomes large, as in the case of SO-CC methods due to spin-symmetry breaking,
storing t̃ matrix in the private memory of each processor can become a limiting factor. For
instance, the size of t̃ matrix for an example calculation with 600 basis functions and 70
correlated electrons reaches >1 TB for 48 processors, only to store the t̃ matrix in the private
memory of each processor. Partitioning t̃ matrix into parts and assigning parts to different
processors eliminates this problem because it is no longer needed to store large t̃ matrix
privately in each processor. Therefore, such a scheme is adopted in the present work.
Efficient load-balancing is an important aspect of this implementation. Due to the uneven
distribution of sparsity in the AO integral matrix, the computational steps to create different
parts of t̃ matrix may be non-uniform. This would translate to a non-uniform distribution
of computational load among processors and lead to load imbalance. In this discussion,
computational steps that are performed by a processor are referred to as the load on that
processor. Since the total computational wall time to compute the “ladder term” is governed
by the time taken by the slowest processor, delay caused by load-imbalance can have a
significant negative impact on the performance of the parallelization. For a good load-balance
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in this implementation, a pre-processing step is added that creates the parts of t̃ matrix
to be assigned to each processor. In this pre-processing step (referred here as improved
load-balancing), the operation count required to calculate each row of t̃ matrix is counted.
Then blocks of continuous rows are assigned to continuous processors such that the load on
each processor is as close as possible. An outline of the algorithm is given in algorithm 3
for the creation of (t̃s1,s2) with s1, s2 = α or β and discussed here. The first procedure in
the algorithm is to count operations required to create each row of t̃ matrix. The operation
count to evaluate rows (µν) have been stored in the list OperCount in the algorithm 3. In
the second procedure named AssignProcessor, processors have been assigned to rows while
continuously counting the total load assigned to each processor. As soon as the load on a
processor reaches the averageload, the processor index is changed, and no more computations
are assigned to that processor. The variable averageload is calculated by dividing the total
operation count required for the evaluation of all rows by the number of available processors.
The improved load-balancing step is only carried out once before the start of SO-CCSD
iterations. It has a scaling of O(N2ao) which is inexpensive as compared with time-consuming
steps in SO-CCSD. The algorithm is expected to distribute the operation count evenly among
processors, given the operation count for computing each row of t̃ matrix is small compared
with the load on processors.
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Algorithm 3 Pseudo-code for improved load-balancing for creation of t̃ matrices in sparse
AO integral matrix-based algorithms for the computation of “ladder term”
1: A ← List of AO integrals
2: MaxProc ← Total number of processors used in the computation
3: procedure CountOperationsForRows(A)
4: for A{µσ,νλ}x in A do











16: AverageLoad ← Total(OperCount)/MaxProc
17: CurrProc ← 0
18: for z in Nao/Nao∗(Nao+1)2 do ▷ Nao and
Nao∗(Nao+1)
2 in cases t̃
s1,s2 and t̃s,s, respectively
19: if Load(CurrProc)≤ AverageLoad then
20: Load(CurrProc)← +OperCount(z)




25: AssignProc(z) ← CurrProc
4.1.2 Working equations for SO-EOM-CCSD method
The working equations for SO-EOM-CCSD take the same form as in EOM-CCSD and are
summarized in Appendix II. In this subsection, formalism and implementation of sparse AO
integral matrix-based algorithms for SO-EOM-CCSD, that avoids the formation of ⟨ab||cd⟩-
type MO integral matrix and H̄ab,cd matrix, are discussed. The contractions that involve




ij that contributes in the formation of residue vector r̃abij
and the term ∑︁f tfi H̄ab,cd that contributes in the formation of intermediate H̄ab,e,i.




ij is developed. The intermediate
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H̄ab,cd is given by









where τ is given by











ij , H̄ab,cd is not evaluated and























The first term in equation 4.12 takes the same form as the computation of “ladder term” as
discussed in section 4.1. The implementation of this term is carried out using the same sparse
AO integral matrix-based formalism that have been developed in equations 4.3 to 4.8 for the




























Notice here that the sequence of brackets define the sequence of computation in this approach.
The sequence of operation is chosen to preserve the favourable scaling of O(N3v,soN3o,so) and






ij in this approach is that it avoids the creation and storage of the four-particle
index intermediate H̄ab,cd.
Second, the AO-based formalism is developed for the term ∑︁f tfi H̄ab,cd that contributes
to the formation of the intermediate H̄ab,e,i. As in the previous case we use the expanded




















































where the sequence of computation has been represented by the sequence of parenthesis in the
equation 4.16. This involves creation of partially transformed singles amplitudes, contraction
of these partially transformed amplitudes with AO integral matrix, and finally transforming




tfi ⟨ab||cd⟩ = (I ′̃
αα
)ab,e,i + (I ′̃
ββ
)ab,e,i + [(I ′̃
αβ





)ab,e,i − (I ′̃
βα
)ab,e,i]. (4.19)






)µν,σ,iC∗µs1aC∗νs2bCσs1e; s1, s2 = α or β, (4.20)
















i ; s = α or β. (4.22)
A sparse AO integral-based formalism is developed for the computation of the intermediate
(r′̃) in the equation 4.21. The creation of the intermediate (r′̃) is computed by the contraction
of AO integrals ⟨µν||σλ⟩ and the partially transformed amplitudes tλi . As discussed in section
4.1, the value and index of each non-zero AO integral has been stored in the form of a list in
CFOUR. Each element of this sparse AO integral list is accessed, multiplied with elements
of partially transformed amplitudes tλi , based on permutational symmetry (discribed in Eq.
4.9) and added to the elements of intermediate matrix (r′̃). The pseudo-code for creation
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of intermediates (r′̃s,s) and (r′̃s1,s2) (s, s1, s2 = α or β and s1 ̸= s2) is given in algorithms 4
and 5, respectively. Note that there are a total of 16 contributions based on permuational
symmetry in algorithm 5, which are not written in full here for simplicity. They can be easily
extrapolated using the given operations. Similar to the “ladder term”, parallelization of
sparse AO integral matrix-based implemenation of the term ∑︁f tfi ⟨ab||cd⟩ is achieved using
a shared-memory (OpenMP)-based approach. The matrix (r′̃) is partitioned on the third
index, which creates parts of the matrix (r′̃). The number of parts of (r′̃)x is equal to the
number of processors available and each processor is assigned to create a part of the matrix
(r′̃). Due to the uneven nature of sparsity in AO integrals, load-balancing is an important
aspect of sparse AO integral matrix-based implementation (as discussed above). Improved
load-balancing is achieved through a pre-processing step, similar to that in the case of “ladder
term”, that first counts the operation steps to create each row of (r′̃) matrix, and second
it assigns blocks of continuous rows to continuous processors such that the load on each
processor is as close to each other as possible. The outline for improved load-balancing for
the sparse AO-based implementation of the term ∑︁f tfi ⟨ab||cd⟩ follows the one given for the
“ladder term” in algorithm 3.
Algorithm 4 Pseudo-code for construction of intermediate (r′̃ss) with s = α or β
1: A ← List of AO integrals
2: t ← Matrix of partially transformed doubles amplitudes
3: procedure multiply(A, t)
4: t̃=0
5: for A{µσ,νλ}x in A do
6: (r′̃)µν,σ,: = (r′̃)µν,σ,: + A{µσ,νλ}x × t(λ, :)
7: (r′̃)µν,λ,: = (r′̃)µν,λ,: − A{µσ,νλ}x × t(σ, :)
8: (r′̃)σλ,µ,: = (r′̃)σλ,µ,: + A{µσ,νλ}x × t(ν, :)
9: (r′̃)σλ,ν,: = (r′̃)σλ,ν,: − A{µσ,νλ}x × t(µ, :)
10: (r′̃)σν,µ,: = (r′̃)σν,µ,: + A{µσ,νλ}x × t(λ, :)
11: (r′̃)σν,λ,: = (r′̃)σν,λ,: − A{µσ,νλ}x × t(µ, :)
12: (r′̃)µλ,ν,: = (r′̃)µλ,ν,: + A{µσ,νλ}x × t(σ, :)
13: (r′̃)µλ,σ,: = (r′̃)µλ,σ,: − A{µσ,νλ}x × t(ν, :)
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Algorithm 5 Pseudo-code for construction of intermediate (r′̃s1s2) with s1, s2 = α or β and
s1 ̸= s2
1: A ← List of AO integrals
2: t ← Matrix of partially transformed doubles amplitudes
3: procedure multiply(A, t)
4: t̃=0
5: for A{µσ,νλ}x in A do
6: (r′̃)µ,ν,σ,: = (r′̃)µ,ν,σ,: + A{µσνλ}x × t(λ, :)
7: (r′̃)µ,ν,λ,: = (r′̃)µ,ν,σ,: − A{µσνλ}x × t(σ, :)
8:
...




























The computation is carried out as indicated by the sequence of brackets in the equation 4.21
and 4.24.
4.2 Results and discussions
The sparse AO integral matrix-based implementation discussed in this chapter is developed
and implemented on a developer version of the CFOUR program package. This imple-
mentation will be made available in the later version release of CFOUR program package.
The parallelization of the implementation is done using shared memory (OpenMP)-based
parallelization. Improved load-balancing algorithms are implemented for more balanced com-
putational load among processors for sparse AO integral matrix-based algorithms. Benchmark
studies for this implementation are carried out using large memory nodes on the MARCC
supercomputing facility at Baltimore. MARCC facility has 50 large-memory nodes, each with
quad Intel “Ivy Bridge” Xeon E7-8857v2 and 1024GB of RAM. An average of 10 wall time
values is taken for each wall time measurement point in the graphs. The parallelization tests
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Figure 4-2. Multi-threaded performance of sparse AO integral matrix-based SO-CCSD and (T)
methods. The calculation is for BiH molecule using ANO-RCC basis set. The left panel shows
elapsed clock time and the right panel shows speedup obtained compared with single thread
performance.
have been performed for processors ranging between 1-48 on a single node. The molecule
used for benchmarking the implementation is BiH molecule using an uncontracted ANO-RCC
basis set. 4f 5d 6s 6p occupied orbitals of Bi atom and 1s in H atom, and virtual orbitals
below 1000 Hartree are correlated in the calculations. Overall, there are 432 unoccupied
spinors, 30 occupied spinors, and 333 atomic orbitals for this calculation. The sparse AO
integral matrix has about 6.4% non-zero unique matrix elements. The calculations presented
here have used atomic mean-field (AMF) SO integrals constructed through scalar relativistic
HF orbitals that are calculated on spin-free exact-two-component theory in its one-electron
variant (SFX2C-1e) [158–160].
Speedup values in the figures 4-2, 4-3 and 4-4 are defined using single core measurement
of elapsed time as a reference, where speedup is defined as the ratio of elapsed wall time
on multiple cores and that on a single core. The overall implementation of SO-CCSD and
(T) calculation scales very well with an increasing number of processors, which can be seen
in figure 4-2. The SO-CCSD calculations speed up more than 19 times using 24 processors
compared with single-thread performance. The storage requirements are reduced drastically
in sparse AO integral matrix-based implementation, first by using AO algorithms to avoid
⟨ab||cd⟩-type MO integrals and further by eliminating the need to store full AO integral
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(a) (b)
Figure 4-3. Multi-threaded performance for the sparse AO integral matrix-based creation of
t̃ matrix, in AO-based algorithm for the “ladder term”. The calculation is for BiH molecule
using ANO-RCC basis set. The left panel (a) shows shows speedup obtained for the same spin
case t̃s,s and right panel (b) shows speedup obtained for the different spin case t̃s1,s2, where
s, s1, s2 = α or β and s1 ̸= s2. The red curve shows the speedup obtained using improved
load-balancing while the green curve shows the speedup obtained using basic implementation.
matrix using sparsity in AO integrals.
The “ladder term” is the most time-consuming term in SO-CCSD, and it is implemented
efficiently using sparse AO integral matrix-based algorithms. In our benchmark case, the
Ladder term takes about 50% wall time of the CC iterations of SO-CCSD computation of BiH
molecule. Therefore, an efficient parallelized implementation of the ladder term is important
for efficient SO-CC computations. A parallelized implementation of the ladder term is carried
out using the sparse AO integral matrix-based algorithms. The parallel implementation is
further enhanced using improved load-balancing algorithms to improve the distribution of
computational load among processors on a single node. Improved load-balancing algorithms
significantly improve the parallel performance of the “ladder term” as can be seen in figure
4-2. The speedup for the formation of intermediate t̃ increases from about 16 times to more
than 19 for the same-spin case t̃s,s and from about 15 to more than 20 times for the different
spin case t̃s1,s2 using 24 processors. The speedup performance reduces slightly while using 48
processors, which may be because of an increase in load-imbalance when using a large number
of processors. Perhaps improved algorithms will be needed when a multi-node parallelization
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Figure 4-4. Multi-threaded performance of various implementations of the “ladder term”. The
calculation is for BiH molecule using ANO-RCC basis set. The left panel shows elapsed clock time
vs number of threads and the right panel shows speedup obtained compared with single thread
performance vs number of threads.
needs to be implemented for the program.
It is worthwhile to note that a super-linear performance has been achieved for 1-8
processors for both the spin cases of the intermediate t̃. This can be seen in figure 4-2 (a)
and (b) where the red curve moves above ideal for thread 1-8. For instance, the speedup
observed using 8 processors for the same and different spin cases of t̃ intermediate is 8.3 and
8.4 times, respectively. This perceived super-linear speedup might be because of an improved
cache optimization when each processor is assigned a part of the matrix t̃ in the parallel
algorithm. When the processor handles a smaller part of the matrix, the time spent on fast
cache memory re-load due to cache misses reduces. The effective super-linear performance has
been observed till about 8 processors. The overall wall time (left panel) and speedup (right
panel) of the total “ladder term” is shown in figure 4-3. The red curve shows the performance
of sparse AO integral matrix-based implementation using improved load-balancing algorithms,
the AO algorithm-based implementation is shown in green. The sparse AO matrix-based
implementation performs well in the case of BiH molecule benchmark study. The sparse AO
integral matrix-based implementation shows better speedup till 24 threads. It is important
to note here that the sparse AO integral matrix-based implementation losses on the highly
efficient matrix-matrix multiplication in BLASS subroutines while taking advantage of a
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lower formal floating-point operation count for the computation because of sparsity. The
performance of sparse AO matrix-based implementation is very similar to the performance of
AO-based implementation for BiH molecule example taken. The AO integral matrix has 6.4%
non-zero and unique elements that are used in the computation. The performance of sparse
AO matrix-based algorithm is likely to improve the performance of AO-based algorithm in
molecular calculations where sparsity in the AO integral matrix is larger.
4.3 Summary
A formulation and implementation has been reported for SO-CCSD and SO-EOM-CCSD
methods that is based on sparse AO integral matrix-based algorithms to avoid four-particle
MO integrals. Sparsity in AO integral matrix has been used to reduce storage required for
storing AO integrals and formal floating-point operation count. The implementation has been
parallelized using shared-memory parallelization techniques using improved load-balancing
algorithms for contractions involving sparse AO integral matrix. The implementation is a
part of a developer version of CFOUR and will be available in future release of the code. The
implementation extends the applicability of SO-CC methods by reducing storage requirements
related to storing a full AO integral matrix using the high sparsity in this matrix. An analysis
of the performance of the implementation is reported for 1-48 processors of a single node,
and parallel performance of the implementation is studied.
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Chapter 5
Sparse atomic-orbital (AO) integral
matrix-based implementation of
spin-orbit coupled-cluster singles
doubles with perturbative triples
(SO-CCSD(T)) method to avoid
⟨ab||ci⟩-type molecular orbital integrals
5.1 Theory
Strategies to avoid storage of ⟨ab||cd⟩ and ⟨ab||ci⟩-type MO integrals have been useful in
non-relativistic methods [115, 161, 162]. Such a strategy has been particularly important
in non-relativistic methods when developing highly-parallel implementation, making use
of hundreds of processors, where storage and communication bottlenecks become limiting
factors in extending the size of molecular calculations. In such an approach, MO integrals
are created when they are required through AO integrals, that themselves are calculated
on the fly (integral direct approach) [121, 161–163]. Looking at the increased benefits of
AO-based algorithms for the relativistic case due to partial recovery of spin symmetry, we
have formulated and implemented sparse AO matrix-based algorithms in this chapter to
avoid the evaluation and storage of ⟨ab||ci⟩-type MO integrals in addition to ⟨ab||cd⟩-type
MO integrals. This implementation further extends the applicability of the SO-CCSD(T)
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method by reducing the storage requirement of the method. The chapter is divided in the
following manner: In section 5.1, we present a theoretical formulation for sparse AO-matrix
based algorithms for the SO-CCSD method (5.1.1) and a block-based algorithm to allow the
computation of perturbative correction to energy due to triple excitation ((T) computation)
in the framework of AO-based implementation (5.1.2). We analyze the performance of the
implementation in section 5.2. A summary has been given in section 5.3.
5.1.1 Working equations for SO-CCSD method
SO-CCSD working expressions take the same form as working expressions of spin-dependent
CCSD. The SO-CCSD working expressions used in our implementation is presented in detail
in Appendix I. The contractions in SO-CCSD that involve ⟨ab||cd⟩-type MO integrals are
evaluated using AO-based algorithms developed in our earlier work [144] and presented in
chapter 4.
In the following, we present a formalism for SO-CCSD(T) method using AO-based
algorithms for contractions that involve ⟨ab||ci⟩-type MO integral matrix, to avoid the storage
of ⟨ab||ci⟩-type MO integrals and use of sparsity in AO integrals to avoid storage of full
AO integral matrix. The tensor contractions that use the ⟨ab||ci⟩-type MO integral matrix
arise in the calculation of the intermediates f̃ae, Wm,b,e,j, and amplitudes rai and rabij in
SO-CCSD working expressions. These contractions include ∑︁f,m⟨am||ef⟩tfm contributing to
f̃ae,
∑︁







to rabij , and
∑︁
c,b,m⟨am||bc⟩tcbmi contributing to rai .
First we consider the term ∑︁f,m⟨am||ef⟩tfm that arise in the formation of the intermediate
f̃ae. Intermediate f̃ae is evaluated by (See Appendix I)




















j − tbitaj ) and f is the fock matrix. Evaluation of intermediate f̃ae
requires the computation of the term ∑︁mf tfm⟨ma||fe⟩ [third term in Eq. 5.1], which uses
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⟨ab||ci⟩-type MO integral matrix. The underlying idea to develop AO algorithms is that this
term can be represented and evaluated in terms of AO two-electron integrals. Spinors being





C∗µaCσe(r̃1m)µ,σ, (r̃1m)µ,σ = (r̃′1m)µσ,m,λtλm − (r̃′1m)µλ,m,σtλm. (5.2)
Notice that the intermediates (r̃′1m) has a subscript m that signifies that the intermediate is











The term is evaluated by evaluating the intermediates (r̃′1m) and tλm first, followed by their
contraction to produce the intermediate (r̃1m). The intermediate (r̃1m) is finally transformed
to MO basis and added to the intermediate f̃ae.
The intermediate (r̃′1m) is evaluated using sparse AO integral matrix. To do this, the list
of unique non-zero AO integrals are iterated over element by element, and each element is
multiplied with corresponding element of coefficient matrix Cλm. This intermediate (r̃′1m)
is stored for reuse in AO algorithms for the terms ∑︁f⟨mb||ef⟩tfj , ∑︁c,b,m⟨am||bc⟩tcbmi and∑︁
c⟨ab||cj⟩tci . The reuse of intermediate (r̃′1m) reduces time-consuming contractions involving
sparse AO integral matrix. Storing this intermediate requires a storage space of the order
O(N3vNo). For clarity, the algorithm for this sparse-dense type tensor-tensor contraction to
create intermediate (r̃′1m) is presented in algorithm 6.
The contributions to the term ∑︁f,m⟨am||ef⟩tfm can further be divided into contributions













C∗µsaCσse(r̃s1m)µ,σ, s = α or β, (5.6)
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with s = α or β and (r̃′α,α1m ), (r̃′β,α1m ), (r̃′α,β1m ) and (r̃′β,β1m ) intermediates are defined as








Algorithm 6 computation of intermediate (r̃′1m)
1: (µσ|νλ) ← list of sparse AO integrals, C ← coefficient matrix
2: procedure (r̃′1)( (µσ|νλ), C)
3: (r̃′1m)← 0













Second we consider the term ∑︁f⟨mb||ef⟩tfj that contributes to the intermediate W̃m,b,e,j.








































As indicated by the sequence of brackets in Eq. 5.13, the contraction is best done by
transforming the index f in tfj into AO representation and index ν in integral into MO
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representation. The two half-transformed intermediate quantities are then contracted together,
and finally the resulting intermediate is transformed into MO representation and added to






















(r̃′s1,s22m )σ,ν,m,jC∗σs2bCνs2e, s1, s2 = α or β, (5.16)













Intermediates (r̃′s1,s21m ) and tλ
s1
j are defined in Eq. 5.9 and 5.8.
Third we take the term ∑︁m,f,e⟨am||ef⟩tbmtefij that contributes to the t2 amplitudes. This
term can be computed using intermediate (t̃)µν,ij computed in the “ladder term”, that is































The contraction can be carried out as represented by the sequence of brackets in Eq. 5.21 by
first transforming index ν in (t̃)µν,ij into MO representation, and contracting the resulting
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intermediate with singles amplitudes. Finally, the index µ is transformed into MO represen-








3 )a,b,i,j + (Ĩ
ββ
3 )a,b,i,j + 2[(Ĩ
αβ
3 )a,b,i,j − (Ĩ
αβ
3 )b,a,i,j], (5.22)
where the intermediates (Ĩαα3 ), (Ĩ
ββ








3 )µ,b,ij, s1, s2 = α or β, (5.23)











Fourth we consider the term ∑︁c,b,m⟨am||bc⟩rcbmi that contributes to the t1 amplitudes. The





































As indicated by the sequence of brackets in Eq. 5.28, the contractions are best done by
transforming the index ν in AO integrals into MO representation and indices c and b in tcbmi
to AO representation. The two intermediates created are then contracted, and the remaining
index is transformed into MO representation and added to singles amplitudes rai . The term













C∗µs,a(rs4)µ,i, s = α or β. (5.30)
























where intermediates (r̃1m) are defined in Eq. 5.9 and 5.10, and semi-AO transformed
amplitudes tλσmi are created by transforming particle indices c and b in doubles amplitude tcbmi
into AO indices.
Last we consider the term ∑︁c⟨ab||cj⟩tci that contributes to the doubles amplitudes r2.








































The contraction is done, as indicated by sequence of brackets in Eq. 5.32, by first transforming
index c in tci into AO representation and the index λ in AO integrals into MO representation.
The two intermediates formed are contracted together, and finally, all remaining indices are
transformed into MO representation and added to doubles amplitude rabij . Notice that 8 fold
symmetry of AO integrals is used to reuse the same intermediate calculated in Eq. 5.9 and





5 )ab,ij + (Ĩ
ββ
5 )ab,ij + [(Ĩ
αβ
5 )ab,ij − (Ĩ
αβ
5 )ba,ij] (5.33)
+ [(Ĩβα5 )ab,ij − (Ĩ
βα
5 )ba,ij], (5.34)




5 )ab,ij and (Ĩ
βα











(r̃s1,s25m )µ,i,j,νC∗µs1aC∗νs2b, s1, s2 = α or β, (5.36)
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i , s1, s2 = α or β, (5.37)
with the intermediate (r̃′s1,s21m ) and tνi already defined in Eq. 5.9, 5.10 and 5.8. The pre-
calculated intermediate (r̃′s1,s21m ) are reused in this term as well.
5.1.2 Working equations for (T) correction
In this subsection, we present a formulation to compute fourth and leading fifth-order





formalism that avoids the creation of MO integrals with more than two particle indices. The
equations take the same form as in the spin-dependent CCSD(T) method. (T) correction to






t(c)abcijkDabcijk (t(c)abcijk + t(d)abcijk). (5.38)
Here t(c)abcijk is the connected term which arises from fourth order correction to energy from
triple excitation while t(d)abcijk is the disconnected term which arises from the leading fifth
order correction to energy from triple excitation. The terms t(c)abcijk and t(d)abcijk include all the
permutations of indices a, b and c and i,j and k as
t(c)abcijkDabcijk = (Wc)abcijk − (Wc)acbijk + (Wc)bcaijk , (5.39)
























(Wd)abcijk = −⟨ab||jk⟩tci + ⟨ab||ik⟩tcj − ⟨ab||ji⟩tck, (5.42)
Dabcijk = fii + fjj + fkk − faa − fbb − fcc. (5.43)
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Computation of (T) correction suitable for OpenMP-based shared-memory parallelization
have been carried out using "ijkabc" algorithm [164, 165]. Several implementations have been
developed using "ijkabc" algorithm [121, 161] that calculates W and V for all “abc” indices
with fixed “ijk” indices through contractions involving doubles amplitudes tabij , ⟨ab||ci⟩-type
and ⟨ij||ka⟩-type MO integrals as represented in Eq. 5.41 and 5.42. Using these intermediates,
t(c)abcijk and t(d)abcijk are computed as in Eq. 5.39 and 5.40 and finally (T) correction contribution
is computed for fixed “ijk” values as in Eq. 5.38. This method computes contributions to
(T) correction from one set of “ijk” indices at a time and avoids storing full six index large
arrays such as t(c)abcijk . An outline of these steps are shown in algorithm 7.
Algorithm 7 MO-based algorithm to compute (T) correction
1: integrals ← MO integral matrices, f ← fock matrix, tabij ,tai ← singles and doubles
amplitudes matrices.
2: procedure Triples(integrals, f ,tabij ,tai )
3: (T) =0
4: for i=1 to No,so do
5: for j=i to No,so do
6: for k=j to No,so do
7: compute (Wc)abcijk and (Wd)abcijk for fixed index i,j and k from Eq. 5.41 and
5.42.
8: Dabcijk = fii + fjj + fkk
9: for a=1 to Nv,so do
10: for b=a to Nv,so do
11: for c=b to Nv,so do
12: Dabcijk = Dabcijk − faa − fbb − fcc
13: compute t(c)abcijk and t(d)abcijk
14: E(T ) = E(T ) + t(c)abcijkDabcijk (t(c)abcijk + t(d)abcijk)
In the framework of AO-based algorithms that avoid the creation of ⟨ab||cd⟩ and ⟨ab||ci⟩-
type MO integrals, ⟨ab||ci⟩-type MO integrals are not pre-computed and available to evaluate
























Since (Wc)abcijk is to be constructed for fixed values of indices i, j and k at a time, the first
contribution appearing in Eq. [5.41] can be formulated as a matrix multiplication as
∑︂
d
⟨ab||di⟩tcdjk ≡ A1i(ab, d)tjk(d, c), (5.47)
where A1i(ab, d) represents ⟨ab||ci⟩ MO integral matrix with a fixed value of index i and
tjk(d, c) represents tdcjk with fixed index j and k. Since ⟨ab||ci⟩-type MO integral matrix is not
pre-evaluated and stored in the AO-based formalism, A1i(ab, d), A1j(ab, d) and A1k(ab, d)
should be made available at each iteration of the loop in “ijk”. These integrals may be
evaluated in three main ways. First, the three integrals, A1i(ab, d), A1j(ab, d) and A1k(ab, d),
may be evaluated at each iteration of i, j and k. Second, full matrix of ⟨ab||ci⟩ may be
evaluated before the start of the subroutine. Third, a part of ⟨ab||ci⟩ matrix may be evaluated
and made it available for the (T) computation at a time. Evaluating A1i(ab, d), A1j(ab, d)
and A1k(ab, d) at each iteration of i, j and k or “on the fly” method uses the least amount of
storage space (three matrices of size O(N3v,so) where (Nv,so refers to number of unoccupied
spinors) but has a very high floating point operation count overhead. Construction of full
⟨ab||ci⟩-type MO integral matrix before starting the evaluation process for (T) correction
which has the least floating point count overhead but has the worst storage complexity which
is O(N3v,soNo,so) Nv,so(No,so) refers to number of unoccupied(occupied) spinors).
A block-based algorithm has been formulated and implemented that evaluates blocks of
⟨ab||ci⟩ at a time and computes contribution to (T) correction that arises from evaluated
blocks. The blocks of the matrix for ⟨ab||ci⟩-type integrals are defined by dividing the index
i in ⟨ab||ci⟩ into parts. The number of these blocks depends on the available memory, which
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is described later. We may create one, two, or three blocks at a time. The creation of one
block refers to the creation of a full ⟨ab||ci⟩ matrix before the start of (T) computation. The
block-size, l, in this case is No,so and this full ⟨ab||ci⟩ matrix can only be created if enough
storage space is available. On the other hand, the creation of three blocks at a time is a
flexible way of storing only a part of the ⟨ab||ci⟩ matrix at any given time. The block size
(l) can be controlled by changing the range of i indices in the block of the matrix ⟨ab||ci⟩.
Block-size (l) can be assigned such that an optimal strategy is implemented based on the
amount of storage space available in the computation.
Algorithm 8 block-based algorithm to compute (T) correction
1: B ← a block of ⟨ab||ci⟩-type integrals
2: compute(B1, B2, B3) ← evaluates contributions to (T) with elements from B1,B2 and B3
3: procedure Blocking(B)
4: for x=1 to No,SO
S
do
5: evaluate block Bx
6: compute(Bx, Bx, Bx) ▷ all contributions from Bx
7: for y=x to No,SO
S
do
8: evaluate block By
9: compute(Bx, Bx, By) ▷ contributions from combination of Bx and By
10: compute(Bx, By, By)
11: for z=y to No,SO
S
do
12: evaluate block Bz
13: compute(Bx, By, Bz) ▷ contributions from combination of Bx, By and Bz
The block-based algorithm for calculating (T) correction is shown in algorithm 8. The
algorithm starts by computing the first block of ⟨ab||ci⟩-type MO integral matrix Bx. This





























Here i′ is the hole index in the block x. Notice that block-size l is number of i′ indices in any
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block by definition. The equation can be written in terms of spin cases as
Bx(ab, c, i′) = (Ĩ
αα
6 )ab,c,i′ + (Ĩ
ββ
6 )ab,c,i′ + [(Ĩ
αβ
6 )ab,c,i′ − (Ĩ
αβ
6 )ba,c,i′ ] + [(Ĩ
βα




where the intermediates (Ĩαα6 )ab,c,i′ , (Ĩ
αβ
6 )ab,c,i′ , (Ĩ
βα
























(Wc)abcijk is then computed using Eq. 5.41-5.42 for all i, j and k in the block Bx. Contributions
to (T) originating from this block are then evaluated using the (Wc)abcijk matrix, similar to the
MO-based algorithm (lines 12, 13 and 14 in algorithm 7). Based on the block-size (l), By
and Bz blocks may be evaluated using Eq. 5.49 through 5.55. Then, contributions arising
from all i, j and k indices present in these blocks are evaluated. Notice that three blocks
will be created for l < No,so2 , two for
No,so
2 ≤ l < No,so and one for (case of full ⟨ab||ci⟩ matrix)
l = No,so. Finally, all contributions are evaluated that arise when indices i, j and k exist in
different blocks.
An important aspect of the block-based algorithm is the choice of the block-size (l).
A strategy has been employed for choosing a block-size (l) such that the algorithm to
compute (T) correction does not require any more storage space than the SO-CCSD steps.
By analysis of the storage spaces needed for the SO-CCSD program in the CFOUR package,
it is concluded that the storage space allocated for storing DIIS vectors and temporary
memory for matrix manipulation can be suitably used to store the blocks of ⟨ab||ci⟩-type MO
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integral matrix and intermediate (r̃6) in Eq. 5.55. DIIS vectors are no longer needed after
the SO-CCSD calculation is converged, and temporary memory arrays are also available at
the triples calculation for use. Therefore these are ideal storage places that can be used for
block-based algorithm. Something to take into account here is that the overhead of evaluation
of these blocks does not decrease in the range No,so2 > l > No,so. Taking into consideration
this information, we have employed the strategy to select a suitable block-size (l) shown
in algorithm ??. Essentially, this is a scheme which selects l = No,so or l = No,so2 if enough
storage space is available to store blocks of ⟨ab||ci⟩-type MO integral matrix of this size.
If enough storage space is not available, the highest block size possible is selected in the
range 0 < l < No,so2 . Further, an analysis of scaling of block-based algorithm and estimate of
block-size for relevant computational scenarios is carried out in section 5.2.
Algorithm 9 Strategy to select block-size (l)
1: if storage of full ⟨ab||ci⟩-type MO integral matrix is possible then
2: l← No,so
3: else
4: if l = No,so2 is possible then
5: l← No,so2
6: else
7: l← highest possible value based on available storage space.
5.2 Results and discussions
The above-described implementation of SO-CCSD(T) methods has been implemented in a
developer version of CFOUR and will be made available in the later versions of the program.
Benchmarking calculations and performance analysis are carried out on large-memory nodes
of the MARCC computing facility. MARCC facility has 50 large-memory nodes each with
quad Intel “Ivy Bridge” Xeon E7-8857v2 and 1024GB of RAM. OpenMP parallelization is
used to parallelize the program using efficient load balancing algorithms (discussed in an
earlier chapter) for sparse AO matrix-based algorithms. The benchmarking was done with
the number of threads ranging from 1 to 48 on a single node. The calculations presented use
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Figure 5-1. Multi-threaded performance for SO-CCSD and (T) computation for BiH molecule
using ANO-RCC basis set (No.so = 30, Nv,so = 432 and Nao = 333). The left panel shows wall-
clock time and the right panel shows speedup obtained compared with single thread performance.
atomic mean-field (AMF) SO integrals constructed through scalar relativistic HF orbitals that
are calculated on spin-free exact-two-component theory in its one-electron variant (SFX2C-1e)
[158–160]. The benchmarking calculations for performance analysis of the code are carried out
on BiH molecule with 30 correlated electrons. The basis set used in the calculations is ANO-
RCC. The ratio of No,so/Nv,so is 0.07. The electrons in the orbitals 4f 5d 6s 6p of Bi atom
and 1s in H atom, and virtual orbitals below 1000 Hartree are correlated in the calculations.
The sparsity of the AO integral matrix is 6.4% for this calculation. The performance of
the multi-threaded implementation of AO-based algorithms driven implementation of SO-
CCSD(T) method is analyzed using multiple threads on a single node in figures 5-1 and 5-2.
Further, analysis of (T) algorithm is presented in figures 5-3 and 5-4. Speedup values of the
right panel of this figure and the figures in this chapter are obtained using the single-core
measurement as reference. The speedup is defined as the ratio of elapsed wall time on multiple
cores and elapsed wall time on a single core.
The figure 5-1 shows the elapsed wall time (left panel) and speedup (right panel) of
SO-CCSD and (T) calculation. The overall speedup of CCSD computation is excellent for
CPU-based parallelization on a single node. The SO-CCSD computation speeds up as much
as 18.5 times, while the (T) calculation speeds up by 15 times by using 24 cores. However,
efficiency seems to somewhat drop when using a higher number of cores for both SO-CCSD
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Figure 5-2. Multi-threaded performance for various contractions in SO-CCSD that use AO-based
algorithms. The calculation is for BiH molecule using ANO-RCC basis set. The left panel
shows elapsed clock time and the right panel shows speedup obtained compared with single










and (T) computation. Further, an analysis of multi-threaded performance is presented for
parts of SO-CCSD in figure 5-2. This figure shows the elapsed time and speedup for terms that
are implemented using AO-based algorithms and formation of intermediate r̃′1m through sparse
AO integral matrix. The term 3, which consists of one of the highest scaling “Ladder term”
(scales asO(N6) where N is the number of occupied or un-occupied orbitals) in SO-CCSD,
takes about 14
th of the elapsed time of SO-CCSD iterations. Further, r̃′1m intermediate (see
Eq. 5.9 and 5.10) formation is a time taking step that scales as O(NsparseNo,so), where Nsparse
is the number of non-zero, unique elements in sparse AO integral matrix. In the worst case
scenario, this term scales as O(N4aoNo,so). This intermediate is formed by contraction between
sparse AO integral matrix and coefficient matrix. The algorithms are parallelized by OpenMP
and an efficient load-balancing algorithm is implemented to provide a uniform computational
load to different threads, as described in earlier chapter (chapter 4). This intermediate is







c⟨ab||cj⟩tci . The elapsed time for
this intermediate formation depends on the sparsity of AO integrals, along with the total
number of atomic-orbitals (Nao) and the total number of electrons correlated (No,so). The
sparsity in AO integral matrix for the BiH molecule used in the computation is 6.4%. The
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Figure 5-3. Block-size allocated using available storage space vs number of correlated electrons
(No,so). The block-size is calculated using algorithm 8. The sum of the total number of unoccupied
spinors (Nv,so) and occupied spinors (No,so) is kept as 200.
elapsed time and speedup for the formation of the intermediate r̃′1m is given in the red line
in figure 5-2. As seen in the figure, a super-linear speedup performance is observed for this
intermediate for the first few to several threads. For instance, the speedup for 8 threads
is 8.25 times. This super-linear speedup observed may be because of a reduction in cache
misses when this task is divided among different processors. The parallelization algorithm
for this term assigns the creation of parts of the final intermediate matrix r̃′1m to different
threads. With multiple threads, the size of the target matrix, that a processor needs to access,
reduces. More localized memory access reduces cache misses. This effective super-linear
speedup observation lasts till 8 threads in our calculation. All terms with AO-based algorithm
performs very well considering an OpenMP-based parallelization for a single node.
An analysis of the block-based algorithm for the calculation of (T) correction, described
in section 5.1.2, has been presented here. The algorithm can be divided into two parts:
the creation of blocks of ⟨ab||ci⟩-matrix, and the calculation of (T) correction to energy.
The former is carried out in lines 5, 8, and 12 in algorithm 8, while the latter retains the
same structure as in MO-based implementation and is carried out in lines 6, 9, 10, 13 in
algorithm 8. The creation of blocks of the ⟨ab||ci⟩-matrix is an overhead in this algorithm
as it is not present in the MO-based implementation given in algorithm 7. This overhead
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Figure 5-4. Multi-threaded performance of block-based evaluation of (T) correction for BiH
molecule using ANO-RCC basis set as a function of block-size (l). The left panel shows wall clock








) where l is the block size of ⟨ab||ci⟩-matrix where index i is divided into
blocks. For comparison, the scaling of the evaluation of the (T) correction to energy scales
as O(N4vN3o ). It is clear from the scaling that the overhead related to the creation of blocks
of the ⟨ab||ci⟩-matrix reduces fast with increasing block-size l. A numerical plot to examine
automatically allocated block-sizes for different cases that may arise in chemical computations
is presented in figure 5-3. The figure plots block-size allocated with number of correlated
electrons (No,so) in hypothetical calculations. The plot shows that the allocated block-size
reaches No2 for ratio
No,so
Nv,so
≈ 0.1 without considering any frozen orbitals. A larger block-size
reduces the overhead cost associated with the creation of blocks of the ⟨ab||ci⟩-matrix. The
block-size increases with increase in ratio of No
Nv
and as more orbitals are frozen (case of
No + Nv < 2Nao). Note that the total number of correlated electrons are kept fixed to
200 (No,so +Nv,so = 200) and the total number of atomic-orbitals are 100 and 200 in green
and yellow markers, respectively. This numerical analysis is based on the strategy to select
block-size presented in algorithm 9, and the implementation in CFOUR where the storage
space dedicated DIIS vectors and temporary matrix operations are used to store the blocks
of the ⟨ab||ci⟩-matrix. Figure 5-4 shows elapsed time and speedup for (T) computation for
different values of block-size l for BiH molecule with ANO-RCC basis set. Generally, a larger
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value of block-size l leads to better serial and parallel performance of the (T) algorithm.
5.3 Summary
A formulation and implementation of the SO-CCSD(T) method has been reported that is based
on sparse AO-matrix-based algorithms to avoid the creation of four-particle index ⟨ab||cd⟩-
type and three-particle index ⟨ab||ci⟩-type MO integrals. This implementation improves
computational efficiency by avoiding the creation and storage of large MO two-electron
integrals. Sparsity in AO integrals reduces the storage required for AO integrals and the
formal floating-point operation count in time-consuming tensor contractions in SO-CCSD(T)
method. The implementation is efficiently parallelized using shared-memory (OpenMP)-based
parallelization, where improved load-balancing algorithms are used for contractions involving
sparse AO integral matrix. The implementation has been implemented on a developer version
of CFOUR program package and will be made available in later release. A computational
analysis of the implementation is reported.
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Chapter 6




The complexity of several classes of modern quantum chemistry methods has reached a stage
where manual derivation of working equations and implementation of these equations on
scientific softwares have become a limiting factor in testing many new computational methods.
As a result, there has been a significant effort to automate the derivation of expressions and
code development for quantum chemistry methods by exploiting the repetitive nature of the
work involved in this process. A pioneer effort to do automatic derivation of expressions
for electronic structure methods was carried out by Paldus and Wong in the 1970s. They
derived nBody MBPT theory expressions using Feynman diagrams of the Hugenholtz type
[120] automatically [122, 166]. An early fully functional automatic code generator to derive
expressions, refactor and write code for electronic structure methods was developed by
Janssen and Schaefer which was named SQSYM (Second Quantization SYmbol Manipulator)
program [123]. The program derived expressions and reorganized them in a manner that
reused intermediates, which were directly interpreted and executed using the program CORR.
This code was used in the implementation of a spin-adapted high-spin open-shell CCSD
method.
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Automatic expression and code generator programs have proved very useful in modern
electronic structure methods, a review can be found by Hirata [57]. Kállay and co-workers de-
veloped a diagram-based automatic generator program [55] which was used in the development
of coupled-cluster methods with excitation operators truncated at an arbitrary order [167].
Hirata and co-workers developed the powerful automatic program generator Tensor Contrac-
tion Engine (TCE) in 2004 [124, 125] which has extensively been used in the development of
configuration-interaction, many-body perturbation theory, and coupled-cluster methods for
ground and excited states [57]. General implementations of configuration-interaction and
active space coupled-cluster methods have been carried out by Olsen through automatic
equation and code generation [168]. General implementations of relativistic methods have
also been developed using automatic generators by Hirata and coworkers in 2007 [169], and
Nataraj, Kllay, and Visscher in 2010 [170]. More recent developments in this area include
a generally applicable automatic expression and code development software applicable to
fermionic and bosonic contractions by Zhao and Scuseria [127, 171–173] and an expression
and code generator tool for the implementation of electronic structure methods on graphics
processing units (GPUs) and Tensor Hyper Contraction (THC) based electronic structure
methods by Song and co-workers [56, 174, 175]. There are several more notable developments
in automatic expression and code generation [58, 126, 176–179].
Automatic generators have been extensively helpful in the development of multi-reference
methods. Multi-reference problem is especially difficult to deal with using hand-derived
diagrams and hand-written software due to both, the number of terms involved in the
methods and the complexity of normal ordering for active spaces (such as the Kutzelnigg
and Mukherjee [180] type normal ordering). Automatic generator tools have proved essential
for the development of internally contracted (ic) multi-reference (MR) methods [53, 130, 181].
Gecco program was developed and used by Hanauer and co-workers [53] for the development
of ic-MRCC methods. Nooijen and co-workers have developed the code Automatic Program
Generator (APE) which is used in the development of similarity-transformed equation-of-
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motion (STEOM-)CC and state selective (SS) MR method developments [182, 183]. The
newer developments of this program make use of Kutzelnigg and Mukherjee type normal
ordering and has been used in the development of SS-EOM-CC [184] and MR-EOM-CC
methods [129, 185, 186]. Canonical transformation (CT) theory developed by Neuscamman
and co-workers has made extensive use of automatic derivation of expressions [54, 128]. Due
to the unitary parameterization of the wavefunction, the number of unique terms involved in
CT methods is exceptionally large. For instance, the number of unique terms in commutator
[[Ĥ, Â], Â]1,2, where Â = T̂ + T †̂ is 16,935 [54, 128]. Note that the natural truncation of
similarity transformed Hamiltonian using a Baker–Campbell–Hausdorff (BCH) expansion
that occurs at the fourth-order of commutator in single-reference coupled-cluster methods,
does not happen in CT and ic-MRCC theory-based methods.
In this chapter, we present automatic expression generation library (named AutoGen)
[187] that is especially well suited for the development of unitary coupled-cluster (UCC) based
methods; along with the application of Autogen to derive working equations for UCC singles
and doubles based third-order polarisation propagator theory (UCC3) [188]. The equations
of UCC3 presented in this chapter are from our publication J. Liu, A. Asthana, L. Cheng
and D. Mukherjee, “Unitary coupled-cluster based self-consistent polarization propagator
theory: A third-order formulation and pilot applications,” J Chem. Phys. 148, 244110 (2018).
The AutoGen library is an open-source, Python-based library that is capable of deriving
expressions for electronic structure methods involving unitary excitation operator upto third
commutator (can be expanded). The library provides working equations in simple object
form in Python thay may be helpful to meet special needs of different methods along with
easy integration with other software. Section 6.2 discusses the form of expressions in UCCSD
based methods. Section 6.3 discusses the data structures in the library (6.3.1), contraction
using wicks theorem (6.3.2), and canonicalization of the expressions (6.3.3). Section 6.4
describes the application of the library to derive working expressions for UCC3 method.
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6.2 General structure of expressions in UCC based
methods
The unitary coupled-cluster wavefunction is given by an unitary parameterization of the
ground state wavefunction [188–191] as
|ΨUCC⟩ = eσ̂|ψo⟩. (6.1)
Here the wavefunction ψo is ground state Hartree-Fock wavefunction and σ̂ is the unitary
excitation operator. Excitation operator in UCC singles and doubles (UCCSD) is given by a
linear combination of single and double excitation and de-excitation operators as
σ̂ = σ̂1 + σ̂2, (6.2)
where
σ̂1 = T̂ 1 + T̂
†
1, (6.3)
σ̂2 = T̂ 2 + T̂
†
2. (6.4)
Here, T̂ 1, T̂
†
1, T̂ 2 and T̂
†





































with a, b, . . . (i, j, . . . ) being unoccupied(occupied) orbitals. The operators a† and a are
creation and annhilation operators respectively, which create or annhilate an electron from
an orbital. The unitarity of eσ̂ is ensured by
σ† = −σ, (6.9)
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therefore,




The UCCSD ground state energy and amplitude equations are given by
Egr = ⟨ψo|H̄|ψo⟩, (6.12)
0 = ⟨ψl|H̄|ψo⟩, (6.13)
where ψl’s represent singly and doubly excited determinants and H̄ is the similarity trans-
formed Hamiltonian H̄ = e−σ̂Ĥeσ̂.
Complications arise in UCC theory as compared with CC theory due to the presence of
both excitations and de-excitaiton operators in the exponential ansatz. Looking closely at the
Backer-Campbell-Housdorff (BCH) expansion of similarity transformed Hamiltonian in the
case of UCC methods, it is clear that it has a non-terminating nature due to the presence of
both excitations and de-excitaitons in the σ̂ operator. Note that BCH expansion of similarity
transformed Hamiltonian truncates naturally at the fourth commutator in the case of CC
theory. The BCH expansion of similarity transformed Hamiltonian in UCC theory is given by
H̄ = Ĥ + [Ĥ, σ̂] + 12[[Ĥ, σ̂], σ̂] +
1
6[[[Ĥ, σ̂], σ̂], σ̂] + . . . , (6.14)
= Ĥ + [Ĥ, T̂ ]− [T̂ †, Ĥ] + 12{[[Ĥ, T̂ ], T̂ ] + [T̂
†
, [T̂ †, Ĥ]]− [[T̂ †, Ĥ], T̂ ]− [T̂ †, [Ĥ, T̂ ]]}+ . . .
(6.15)
As in conventional CC methods, the commutators that contain only excitation operators
(like [[Ĥ, T̂ ], T̂ ]) or only contain de-excitation operators (like [T̂ †, [T̂ †, Ĥ]]) only contribute
until fourth-order of commutator. This limits the number of contributing terms that may be
formed in CC methods. On the other hand, the commutators that contain both excitation
and de-excitation operators (like [T̂ †, [Ĥ, T̂ ]]) can form non-zero contributions till infinite
order of commutators and therefore the BCH series is non-truncating. This is because
operators T̂ † and T̂ can contract between themselves and form different orders of excitation
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or de-excitation operators, which will then be contracted with the Hamiltonian Ĥ. Several
truncation schemes have been developed to overcome the non-truncating nature of BCH
expansion in UCC methods [189–194].
Another problem that arises in UCC methods is the increase in the number of contractions,
and resulting unique terms that are formed for energy and amplitude terms. Let us look at a
simple double commutator term in the BCH expansion Eq. 6.14 in UCC singles and double
truncation,
[[Ĥ, σ̂], σ̂] =[[Ĥ, σ̂1], σ̂1] + [[Ĥ, σ̂2], σ̂2]. (6.16)
Taking the case of a single excitation operator,






1, Ĥ], T̂ 1]− [T̂
†
1, [Ĥ, T̂ 1]]. (6.17)
Notice that the only commutator that contributes in CC methods is [[Ĥ, T̂ 1], T̂ 1], while the
other three commutators will contribute in the case of UCC methods. This increases the
complexity and number of contractions to take into consideration. Below is the expansion of
all contributing operator contractions involved






1ĤT̂ 1 − T̂
†
1ĤT̂ 1. (6.18)
This increase in the number of commutators results an increase in number of intermediates
and final terms in the derivation resulting in a much higher complexity compared with
coupled-cluster based methods. This problem is further increased when we reach triple
commutator. For instance, the contributing commutators involved in [[[Ĥ, σ̂1], σ̂1], σ̂1] are
[[[Ĥ, σ̂1], σ̂1], σ̂1] =[[[Ĥ, T̂ 1], T̂ 1], T̂ 1]− [[[T̂
†
1, Ĥ], T̂ 1], T̂ 1]− [[T̂
†
1[Ĥ, T̂ 1]], T̂ 1] (6.19)








1, [Ĥ, T̂ 1]]] (6.20)
+ [T̂ †1, [[T̂
†







The non-terminating nature of BCH expansion along with numerous possible contraction
between Hamiltonian, excitation and de-excitation operators make the derivation of expres-
sions in UCC methods time-consuming and error-prone. An automatic expression generation
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and code generation may provide important support in the development of UCC based
methods. In the following section, the development of an automatic expression generation
library (AutoGen) is discussed.
6.3 Derivation using automatic expression generator
code
From the above discussion, it is clear that the most fundamental computation is the contraction
of two operators A and B as AB according to Wick’s theorem. For expressions involving
the product of more than two normal ordered operators, they can be handled sequentially.
The sequential handling of more than two operators makes the library more general. Any
number of contraction of operators can then theoretically be generated by this library taking
two operators at a time. The following subsection discusses the data structure of operators
and terms in the library. It should be noted that the discussion in this section is a highly
simplified version of data structures and algorithms used in the library. This is to focus
attention on the most important parts in the working of the library and keep the discussion
clear.
6.3.1 Representation of operator and term in the library





The fluctuation operator V̂ is taken as example above but all operators, such as T̂ 1, T̂ 2, etc.,
have the same structure in our formalism. There are three parts, a pre-factor (in this case 14),
a matrix element (∑︁pqrs⟨pq||rs⟩) and a normal ordered string of second quantized operators
({a†pa†qasar}). p, q, r, s, . . . are indices used to represent general indices: they can be either
occupied or unoccupied orbital indices. An operator is stored in the AutoGen library in a
class named operator with a hierarchical data structure. Each object of the class operator
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has three variables,
• pre_factor: variable that stores the numerical pre-factor of the operator,
• matrix_element: variable that stores the matrix element,
• active_operator: object that stores string of second quantized operators in normal
order.
Active_operator in each operator class contains the indices of orbitals being created and
annihilated as upper and lower string of indices. Here, the upper string stores all the creation
operators, while the lower string stores all the annihilation operators. For instance, the
active_operator part of the operator V̂ may be written as {Epqrs}, where pq forms the upper
indices and rs forms the lower indices. Notice that the brackets on {Epqrs} indicate the fact
that the string of second quantized operators is in normal order with respect to the reference
wavefunction. All operators in the library are defined during the start of the program as
objects of the class operator.
A term in the AutoGen library is created when two operators, an operator and a term,
or two terms contract with each other. For instance, a contraction between the operators V̂
and T̂ 1, represented as V̂ T̂ 1, will result in the following terms




























Each term produced in the program is stored in an object of class term, which has the
following variables
• pre_factor: a variable that stores the overall numerical pre-factor of the term,
• matrix_element: a variable that stores the matrix element,
• active_operator: an object that stores the string of second quantized operators in
normal order.
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where the pre_factor is 14 , matrix_element is
∑︁
pqrsai⟨pq||rs⟩σai and the active_operator is
{Epqarsi }. The class operator and class term are similar and can be later merged for simplicity.
The difference lies in the distinction between operators and terms in the current version of
the library. A term may be created by the contraction of two or more operators and terms,
while an operator is always pre-defined in the program. Using the definition of operator
and term classes, a discussion of the creation of working expression using Wick’s theorem is
presented in the next subsection.
6.3.2 Contraction using Wick’s theorem
Wick’s theorem based contraction approach is explained in this subsection using an example













The contraction V̂ T̂ 2 involves two steps: contraction of the second quantized part of the two
operators using Wick’s theorem, and manipulation of matrix elements to get the resulting
terms. Wick’s theorem-based manipulation of the two strings of normal ordered operators is
carried out in the function ewt in the program. The two active_operators are passed on as
arguments to the function. The two operators in the case of the contraction V̂ T̂ 2 are: {Epqrs}
and {Eabij }. The function works in the following way. First, it creates a list of indices with
which the given index can contract, such as the list {i, j} for the index p. Second, it uses the
list of indices to form all possible single contractions, double contractions, and so on. The
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result of procedure takes the following form
{Epqrs}{Eabij } = +{E
pqab







− δqi{Epabjsr }+ δsa{E
pqb
jir } − δsb{E
pqa






ir } − δpjδsb{E
qa
ir } − δpjδra{E
qb
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+ δpiδra{Eqbjs} − δpiδrb{E
qa



















− δpjδqiδsa{Ebr}+ δpjδqiδsb{Ear }+ δpjδqiδra{Ebs}
− δpjδqiδrb{Eas}+ δpjδsaδrb{E
q
i } − δpjδsbδra{E
q
i }
+ δpiδqjδsa{Ebr} − δpiδqjδsb{Ear } − δpiδqjδra{Ebs}











+ δpjδqiδsaδrb − δpjδqiδsbδra − δpiδqjδsaδrb + δpiδqjδsbδra
(6.28)
The terms in the above normal ordered form of the product of two operators contain both
general indices and occupied/unoccupied indices. Notice that the last four terms in Eq. 6.28
are fully contracted terms. In the next step, the normal ordered product is merged with
pre-factor and matrix elements, to form objects of class term. This will lead to terms of the
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following form















































































































































































































































































































Several terms in the above contraction procedure are equivalent due to the permutational
symmetry of involved matrices. Let us take the four particle index two-electron integrals as
an example to illustrate this point. Due to permutational symmetry
⟨ab||cd⟩ = ⟨ba||cd⟩ = ⟨ab||dc⟩ = ⟨ba||dc⟩. (6.30)
Terms that arise in the V̂ T̂ 2 contraction that make use of these equivalent integrals may take
the form
⟨ab||cd⟩tabij , ⟨ba||cd⟩tabij , ⟨ab||dc⟩tabij , ⟨ba||dc⟩tabij , (6.31)
which are all equivalent. These terms need to be added together to reach the simplest form




















are all equivalent due to symmetry condition that ⟨ji||ba⟩ = ⟨ji||ab⟩ = ⟨ij||ba⟩ = ⟨ij||ab⟩.
This task of incorporating permutational symmetry logic to reduce the equations to reach
the unique terms is a challenging task. The initial solution to this problem was provided by
Kállay and Surjan [55] in their diagram logic-based approach and canonicalization was soon
incorporated in TCE package [57].
In this subsection, we will discuss the algorithms in the library to reduce the expression
derived by Wick’s theorem to reach unique terms. The AutoGen library performs the
canonicalization process after each commutator, so all the intermediates involved in the
expression generation are also reduced to their simplest form. This reduces the number of
terms generated after each commutator. This part of the algorithm scales as O(N2) where
N is the number of terms generated by Wick’s theorem. The overall performance of the
algorithm is highly efficient, works well for the implemented third commutator, and can be
extended to the fourth commutator and beyond.
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The task of automatically recognizing equivalent terms based on permutational symmetry
and merging them can be reduced to the task of comparing of two terms to determine if
they are equivalent. This two-term comparison step can be repeated for each pair of terms
to determine all possibilities. There are multiple methods to compare two terms. A brute
force algorithm is: two terms may be said to be equivalent if they have the same form
(order) of operators and orbital indices. This algorithm requires the creation of all equivalent
terms of a given term based on the symmetry of matrix elements, and directly comparing
the two terms based on the order of their orbital indices. For example, comparison of the
terms + 116
∑︁
abij⟨ji||ba⟩tabij and − 116
∑︁
abij⟨ji||ab⟩tabij will first require the generation of all 16
terms that are equivalent to the first term through permutational symmetry of the matrix
elements ⟨ji||ba⟩ and tabij in the first term. In the next step, the order of indices of each of the
16 produced terms will be directly compared to the order of indices in the second term to
determine equivalence. This brute force algorithm is slow when the number of terms becomes
large, as the creation of a large number of new terms with the term object datatype is a
time-consuming process in Python.
AutoGen uses an algorithm that checks for equivalence of two terms by using logic based
on diagrammatic techniques. The idea behind this comparison algorithm is that each unique
term is uniquely identified by a map of the particle and hole based contraction lines between










both have two particle and two hole contraction lines between operators V̂ and T̂ 2. Their










where the first and second matrices represent the hole contraction line map and particle
contraction line map, respectively. Note that the first column and first row represent the
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operator V̂ while the second column and second row represent the operator T̂ 2. To illustrate
its working, a hypothetical extra hole contraction line between operator V̂ and T̂ 2 will be
represented by an addition in the first row second column and second row first column of
the hole contraction map. The two matrices are symmetric by definition. Since both of the
terms listed above will form the same contraction maps, they are determined to be equivalent
by the program and may be added together. The algorithm may be broken down into three
steps. First, two matrices are created storing maps of hole and particle contraction lines
among parent operators, where each element of the matrix represent the number of hole or
particle contraction lines that exist between the two operators represented by the row and
the column. Second, the hole and particle matrices of the two terms are compared. If the
hole and particle matrices of one term are equal to the hole and particle matrices of the
second term, the two terms are equivalent. Third, if equivalence is established, we determine
the relative sign of the two terms and add the second term to the first. The algorithm is
presented in the algorithm 10. There are exceptions in this simple idea, for instance, the map
of two terms where the orbital indices are permuted will also look the same to this algorithm,
and need to be identified as separate. These exceptions have been identified and included in
the program. They have been left out of this discussion for simplicity. The expression in Eq.
6.28 is simplified and written in canonical form as
















































Notice that canonicalization greatly reduces the complexity of expressions. The number of
terms in the simple contraction V̂ T̂ 2 reduced from 48 terms to 8 terms.
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Algorithm 10 algorithm for canonicalization
1: //allTerms ← List of all terms produced
2: procedure canonicalize(allTerms)
3: for A in allTerms do
4: for B in terms after A do
5: Equivalent=0
6: HmapA → map of hole contraction lines of term A
7: PmapA → map of particle contraction lines of term A
8: HmapB → map of hole contraction lines of term B
9: PmapB → map of particle contraction lines of term B
10: if (HmapA==HmapB) and (PmapA==PmapB) then
11: Equivalent=1
12: else
13: Rotate position of operators of same type and try again(e.g. V̂ T̂ 1T̂ 1 to
V̂ T̂ 1T̂ 1)
14: if Equivalent==1 then
15: Find relative sign and merge the two terms.
The product of two terms, which has been the focus of the discussion so far, is used as a
building block for more complex operations of deriving nested commutators. The expressions
of a commutator are derived in the program by deriving the expressions of multiple operator
products. For instance, the commutator
[V̂ , T̂ 2] = V̂ T̂ 2 − T̂ 2V̂ , (6.36)
are derived by deriving the two operator products V̂ T̂ †2, T̂
†
2V̂ in the program. It should be
noted that in the example given above, the contraction T̂ 2V̂ will not have any terms except
the fully un-contracted term. An example of nested commutator is [[V̂ , T̂ 2], T̂
†
2], which can
be expressed as a sum of operator products as
[[V̂ , T̂ 2], T̂
†
2] = V̂ T̂ 2T̂
†




2V̂ T̂ 2 + T̂
†
2T̂ 2V̂ . (6.37)
This commutator is evaluated in the program using the series of single contractions, carried
out one contraction at a time. To illustrate the idea, contraction −T̂ †2V̂ T̂ 2 is carried out by
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first evaluating the contraction V̂ T̂ 2. T̂
†
2 operator is then contracted with the result of this
contraction to evaluate the expressions from the term.
The above steps for automatic expression generation for electronic structure methods have
been implemented in a Python-based open-source program. Several checks are performed to
check the correctness of the expressions produced. Basic check of correctness includes the
production of correct expressions for CCSD energy and amplitude equations. Further checks
were performed at various points of development for UCC based methods by comparing
with derived expressions based on hand-drawn diagrams. The program is applied to derive
working expressions for UCC based methods using terms that arise in single, double, and
triple commutators in the expansion of similarity transformed Hamiltonian. The general
form of terms (stored as objects of class term) in the program makes the program flexible.
Simple functions can be developed using these term objects for easy post-processing on the
produced terms to select, manipulate or connect with other programs. The discussion below
summarizes the derived terms for UCC3 method.
6.4 Derivation of expressions for UCC based methods
Recently, a third-order polarization propagator method is developed by Liu and co-workers
[188] using Bernoulli numbers as expansion coefficients in the expansion of similarity trans-
formed Hamiltonian for the derivation of working equations (referred to as UCC3). This
method is developed for ground and excited state calculations. In this section, the derivation
of the working expressions of the UCC3 method using the automatic expression generator
tool AutoGen is discussed.
The Hamiltonian expanded order by order in the Bernoilli numbers based expansion is
given by




0 =F + V, (6.39)
H̄




2 = 112[[VN , σ], σ] +
1
4[[V, σ]R, σ] +
1
4[[VR, σ]R, σ], (6.41)
H̄
3 = + 124[[[VN , σ], σ]R, σ] +
1
8[[[VR, σ]R, σ]R, σ] +
1
8[[[V, σ]R, σ]R, σ]
− 124[[[V, σ]R, σ], σ]−
1
24[[[VR, σ]R, σ], σ],
(6.42)
H̄
4 = 116[[[[VR, σ]R, σ]R, σ]R, σ] +
1
16[[[[V, σ]R, σ]R, σ]R, σ] +
1
48[[[[VN , σ], σ]R, σ]R, σ]
− 148[[[[V, σ]R, σ], σ]R, σ]−
1
48[[[[VR, σ]R, σ], σ]R, σ]−
1
144[[[[VN , σ], σ]R, σ], σ]
− 148[[[[V, σ]R, σ]R, σ], σ]−
1
48[[[[VR, σ]R, σ], σ], σ]−
1
720[[[[VN , σ], σ], σ], σ].
(6.43)
Here, the operation ON selects the “non-diagonal” part of the operator and OR is defined
as the “rest” part of the operator (OR = O − ON). The UCC amplitude equations in this
notation is written as
V̄ N = 0. (6.44)
In UCC-based polarisation propogator theory within the CCSD truncation scheme, the














The part of H̄ relevant to UCC-based polarisation propagator theory within the singles and
doubles model can be summarized as











































Egr is the ground state UCCSD energy. The matrix elements H̄ai and H̄ab,ij are involved in
the UCCSD amplitude equations
H̄ai = 0, (6.47)
H̄ab,ij = 0. (6.48)
UCC3 scheme includes the terms with the leading contributions of up to the third order
in H̄ ij, H̄ab, and H̄ ia,bj that contribute to H̄SS in Eq. 6.45. UCC3 amplitude equation is
solved for σai and σabij where the matrix elements H̄ai and H̄ab,ij contains terms upto third
order requiring derivation of double commutator between V and σ. These terms are derived
using the a combination of both AutoGen library and post-processing by hand. All terms of
the commutators (upto double commutator [[V, σ], σ]) are produced by the program. The
terms are post-processed by hand to compute the action of operators ÔR and ÔN on the
derived terms. Finally, the derived terms are compared with terms derived completely by






























































ab,ij =− P (ab)
∑︂
k














+ P (ij)P (ab)
∑︂
























































































































































































The terms in H̄ci,ab, H̄jk,ia, H̄ ibc,ajk, H̄ab,ci, H̄ ia,jk, and H̄ajk,ibc contribute to the block H̄DS
and H̄SD. Their leading contributions of first and second order are included, which are
H̄
UCC3




































Further, the terms from triple commutator are also derived using the AutoGen program
for the commutator [[[V̂ , σ], σ], σ] to support the development of UCC-based methods correct
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upto fourth order (can be found at the reference [195]). For instance, the terms from the
commutator [[[V̂ , σ1], σ1], σ1] contributing to singles amplitude (H̄ai) are given by
[[[V̂ , σ1], σ1], σ1] =
∑︂
ibck
⟨ik||cb⟩σdi σbl σck −
∑︂
iajk










































σk∗c ⟨ac||lk⟩σi∗a σdi .
(6.59)
6.5 Summary
An automatic expression generation library, named AutoGen, has been presented in the above
chapter; along with the derivation of working expressions for the third-order UCC-based
polarisation propagator method (UCC3). AutoGen provides a powerful initial framework for
rapid development of quantum chemistry programs, and it is especially suited for UCC-based
methods. Currently, it is capable of deriving tensor contraction expressions up to the third-
order commutator of UCC-based methods, which can be expanded. The library is based on
an adaptable object-oriented framework where the resulting term objects can be extracted
and used to develop simple functions as add-ons to include special needs of the method or use
in other software packages. AutoGen library provides a powerful initial framework for rapid
development and testing of UCC-based methods. Further, the program is freely available and
is open-source with the hope that it may be useful for researchers, educators, and students in
the field of quantum chemistry.
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Chapter 7
Conclusion and future work
This dissertation contributes to two topics in electronic structure method development:
relativistic spin-orbit coupled-cluster methods and automatic implementation techniques.
In the first part, efficient implementations of spin-orbit coupled-cluster methods have been
developed using sparse AO matrix-based algorithms, leveraging spin-free nature of AO
two-electron integrals and sparsity in AO integral matrix. The second part deals with
the development of a Python library (AutoGen) to efficiently derive working equations of
electronic structure methods using Wick’s theorem, and its application to derive working
equations of UCC3 method.
In the first part of this dissertation, in chapters 3 to 5, an efficient implementation of SO-
CC methods has been developed using sparse AO matrix-based algorithms. SO-CC methods
have been limited in their application to small molecules, compared with non-relativistic
CC methods, due to higher requirements related to computational wall time and storage
space [102, 144]. The implementation presented in this dissertation eliminates a major
bottleneck in SO-CC methods related to their storage requirements. The sparse AO matrix-
based algorithms reduce the storage required in SO-CC methods by an order of magnitude,
extending the applicability of SO-CC methods to larger heavy element containing molecules.
The storage required by the most storage-intensive molecular orbital (MO) integral matrix
⟨ab||cd⟩ is avoided in SO-CCSD and SO-EOM-CCSD methods using sparse AO matrix-based
algorithms in chapter 4, and storage required by MO integral matrix ⟨ab||ci⟩ is avoided in
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SO-CCSD(T) method using sparse AO matrix-based algorithms in chapter 5. Sparsity in
AO integral matrix has been efficiently used in these algorithms to further reduce storage
space requirements and formal floating point operation count. It is important to note that
no approximations are introduced in these developments. The implementation is efficiently
parallelized using shared memory (OpenMP) based parallelization technique, where efficient
load-balancing techniques have been used for sparse matrix-based multiplications in the
algorithm. The implementation has been developed in the quantum chemistry package
CFOUR, and will be available for public use in the future release. The implementation
extends the applicability of the methods to larger heavy-element-containing molecules. For
example, the storage requirements for SO-CCSD(T) calculation of UF6 molecule is reduced
from 5 TB in MO-based implementation to about 1 TB, thereby bringing such calculations
within reach of available computational resources.
A near-term plan is to use the implementation of SO-CCSD(T) method developed to
study the ground state properties of actinide containing molecules such as UF6. Further
development is also planned to formulate and implement sparse AO matrix-based algorithms
to avoid ⟨ab||ci⟩-type integral matrix in SO-EOM-CCSD method. This implementation
will reduce storage requirements further in the SO-EOM-CCSD method and may allow
the accurate study of excitation energies of larger molecules containing heavy elements.
Further, since high computational wall time and storage requirements are primary bottlenecks
related to the applicability of SO-CC methods, the development of pair natural orbital
(PNO)-SO-CC based methods could drastically extend the capacity of SO-CC methods to
much larger molecules. Local PNO based CC methods have proved successful for chemical
studies of large molecules in non-relativistic domain [196–198]. The time required for integral
transformation step in PNO-SO-CC methods, which is a time-consuming step, can further
be reduced by developing resolution of identity (RI) [147–149] or Cholesky decomposition
(CD)-based [152–156] implementation. These developments may reduce the computational
requirements and allow the study of much larger molecules containing heavy elements with
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reasonable accuracy. Reducing storage requirements of SO-CC methods also facilitates
the implementation of SO-CC methods using a hybrid MPI (Message Passing Interface)-
OpenMP approach of parallelization, which employ both shared memory intra-note and
distributed memory multinode parallelization. Such highly-parallelized implementations
have been extensively developed for non-relativistic CC methods [142, 162, 199–204]. This
may extend the reach of accurate SO-CC methods to larger molecules through reducing the
wall time for calculations by distributing the computation to a number of compute nodes,
accessing hundreds of processors. Such an implementation may be useful to provide accurate
benchmark calculations for larger heavy-element-containing molecules, to assess the impact
of any approximations introduced to reduce the complexity of SO-CC methods [162].
The second part of this dissertation, in chapter 6, deals with the development of an
automatic expression generation library (AutoGen). This tool uses Wick’s theorem to derive
expressions for electronic structure methods. Working expressions for UCC3 method are
presented that are derived using the AutoGen library. Autogen is a python-based, open-source
library that is highly flexible for further development based on unique requirements of the
methods and can be combined with various chemistry software for additional functionality
due to its object-oriented structure. AutoGen library provides a powerful initial framework
for the rapid development and testing of quantum chemistry methods, and it is especially
well suited for UCC-based methods.
There has been renewed interest in the development of UCC-based electronic structure
methods recently [188, 189, 205–212] due to their applications in quantum computing
(please refer to [213] for a recent review), their guaranteed real eigenvalues because of a
Hermitian Hamiltonian [214], and their potential applications to treat same-symmetry conical
intersection [214–217]. Further development of AutoGen library is planned to allow automatic
implementation of working equations of UCC-based methods in a quantum chemistry package.
This can be carried out in a number of ways, including integration with an existing code
development tool (such as TCE [57]), translating the tensor contraction expressions into
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working code using NumPy einsum [218] (for a recent example of this strategy please refer
to paper by Rubin and DePrince [132]), or developing new functions that translate tensor
contraction expressions into efficiently written code. A potential application of such a
library is to facilitate testing of various truncation schemes of UCC [189–194] for an efficient
initialization of the cluster amplitudes for Variational Quantum Eigensolver (VQE) algorithms
[205]. Such a study may be useful to find optimal initial wavefunction amplitudes for VQE
hybrid approach to quantum computing for further optimization. This may help avoid the
potential difficulties posed by a random initialization of amplitudes (Barren plateaus) [219]
and potentially reduce the number of iterations needed for the VQE optimization. Another
planned direction in the development of the AutoGen library is to add the functionality
of automatic derivation of working expressions using Kutzelnigg and Mukherjee [180] type
generalized normal ordering. The AutoGen library is currently already capable of doing spin-
free normal ordering based on Kutzelnigg and Mukherjee type generalized normal ordering
for second quantized operators [180, 220–222]. Extention of the library to derive working
expressions and further code generation using Kutzelnigg and Mukherjee type generalized
normal ordering may support the study of the multi-reference problem in chemistry [39–46].
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Appendix I
Details about the SO-CCSD(T)
working equations
The SO-CCSD equations take the same form as in spin-orbital based CCSD method. The T1 equations as
used in literature is given by




















The T2 equations can be written as
tabij (fii + fjj − faa − fbb) = ⟨ij||ab⟩+ P_(ab)
∑︂
e









































The intermediates in the above equations are given by



































































j − tbi taj ),
τabij = tabij + tai tbj − tbi taj .
(I.8)
P_(pq) = 1− p̃(pq) is the anti-symmetrization operator, where p̃(pq) interchanges the indices p and q. As in
our earlier paper, the intermediate Wabef is not used in the above equations. This is because we have used
AO-based algorithm for the computation of this intermediate, eliminating the need for its storage.
















t(c)abcijkDabcijk (t(c)abcijk + t(d)abcijk). (I.10)
Here t(c)abcijk is the connected term, which arises from leading fourth order correction to energy from triple







P (i/jk)P (a/bc)taejk⟨bc||ei⟩+ (I.11)
P (i/jk)P (a/bc)tbcmi⟨jk||ma⟩), (I.12)
where,
Dabcijk = fii + fjj + fkk − faa − fbb − fcc. (I.13)
t(d)abcijk is the disconnected term, which arises from one of the leading order fifth order correction to energy
from triple excitation. It is given by
t(d)abcijk =
P (i/jk)P (a/bc)tai ⟨bc||jk⟩
Dabcijk
. (I.14)
Here P (p/qr) = 1− p̃(pq)− p̃(pr).
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Appendix II
Details about the SO-EOM-CCSD
working equations
The SO-EOM-CCSD working equations take the same form as in the case of spin-orbital based non-relativistic
EOM-CCSD method. The residual vectors for EOM-CCSD secular equations can be written as [116]







































r̃abij =⟨Ψabij |(H̄ − E)R|Ψ⟩
































































where Eex represents the excitation energy. Apart from intermediates already defined in Eq. I.4 to I.8, the
































































Only two terms in the amplitude equations involve the four-particle matrices ⟨ab||cd⟩ and H̄ab,cd. The first




ij . The second term is the seventh
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